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ABSTRACT
Many small suburban and rural communities have experienced increased growth as businesses and families leave city center is
search of affordable land prices available at the cities periphery. As one might expect this increased growth is have an effect on the
visual and environmental character of these communities. In some areas the rapid growth is also causing increases in stormwater
run-off. High levels of run-off are in turn having adverse effects on these communities environment health, as it is degrading local
water quality and damaging stream channels. Development in many of these same communities is causing them to fall under the
regulation requirements of the Phase 11, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). Phase II has caused several
of these small communities to think about the effects of stormwater for the first time. At the same time new high-resolution satellite
imagery, with resolutions ranging from 4 to 1 meter square, became available from a series of satellites launched between 1999 and
2003. These new systems, with their increased resolutions, hold the potential to help small communities identify and manage their
town's land resources. Of particular relevance is the possibility of using data acquired from these satellites to identify impervious
surface coverage. Having a better understanding of impervious surfaces, which is directly correlated to volume of stormwater run-
off, could help suburban communities manage their stormwater. Quantified impervious surfaces can be used in hydrologic models
to predict effects of increased stormwater. An inventory of these surfaces might also assist towns in determining where stormwater
Best Management Practices (BMPs) could implemented. This study therefore tested whether suburban/rural communities could use
new high resolution satellite imagery to map and measure impervious surfaces, in order to better manage and control the effects of
stormwater run-off. The test performed in Billerica and Boxborough, MA found that although impervious cover measurements from
satellite data are not as precise as planimetrics, the rough estimates provided, are a good resource for understanding the effects,
mitigating, and planning for impervious coverage in growth communities.
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Introduction
Introduction
Many small rural and suburban communities are experiencing
explosive growth, as high land prices in city centers, are driving
businesses and families further from the city's core in search of
affordable land prices. As one might expect this new development
affects both the visual and environmental character of these
communities. In some areas increased development is having a
negative impact on the regions environment health, as the rapid
change has increased the amount of stormwater run-off and non-
source pollutants that enter local streams and rivers.
Increased development in suburban communities also means that
many small towns now have to comply with new federally mandated
stormwater regulations. This is because starting in 2003 the second
Phase of the 1987 Water Quality Act, or the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), requires that all medium
municipal sewers (MS4s) (serving fewer than 100,000 people) in
urbanized areas and construction sites that disturb less than five
acres of land, obtain a NPDES permit. This new requirement brought
the issue of managing stormwater to the attention of many small
communities whom were just starting to understand the effects growth
was having on their local waterways.
At the same time new high-resolution satellite imagery, with multi-
spectral resolutions of 2.8 to 4 meters and panchromatic resolutions
between .61 to 1 meters, became available from a series of satellites
launched between 1999 and 2003. These new systems, with their
increased resolutions, hold the potential to help small communities
identify and manage their town's land resources. Of particular
relevance is the possibility of using data acquired from these
satellites to identify impervious surface coverage. Having a better
understanding of the amount of impervious surfaces (the quantities
of which directly correlate to volume of stormwater run-off) can help
cities better manage their stormwater. For example measurements of
impervious surfaces can be used in hydrologic models to predict the
environment effects of increased stormwater. Having a measure of
impervious cover also creates a baseline, in which, future coverage
may be predicted, planned for, or mitigated. An inventory of these
surfaces could also assist towns in determining where stormwater
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Best Management Practices (BMPs) could be implemented. These
examples show that creating impervious surface measurements from
satellite imagery could provide a useful resource.
Research Question:
Given that small communities need to quantify their impervious
surfaces in order to better manage their stormwater resources, and
that satellite imagery provides the potential to do that. This study sets
out to determine if small suburban/rural communities can use new high
resolution satellite imagery to map and measure impervious surfaces,
in order to better manage and control the effects of stormwater
run-off. To do this, high resolution data was tested by classifying
impervious cover in two suburban Massachusetts towns, Billerica and
Boxborough. The results were than measured and compared with
other standard calculation methods such as estimates derived from
planimetrics and land-use coefficients. It was discovered that satellite
data does provide a useful way to estimate impervious cover. Although,
the estimates are rough in comparison to the precise measurements of
planimetrics, satellite derived measurements of impervious cover still
provide planners with useful information. This information can be used
to help them plan for and understand the negative effects of impervious
surfaces.
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Part 1: Understanding the Basics: Remote sensing, New
Processing Techniques, and Stormwater Management
Before high resolution data could be tested it was necessary to
determine methods available for processing satellite data and the
potential benefits the results might provide. This background research
is outlined in the first three chapters of the study. Chapter 1 details the
historical uses of satellite data and identifies current applications of
high resolution satellite imagery in urban planning. This initial research
uncovered that new algorithms have been applied to specifically
deal with classification of high resolution imagery. Therefore, further
research on new classification algorithms and image processing
software was performed in order to apply these techniques to the
study. This information, along with a comparison of new software
systems is provided in Chapter Two. The analysis was useful for
selecting suitable classification software.
Chapter Three lays the groundwork for understanding why impervious
surfaces are important to measure. This is done by first explaining
why the quantity of impervious cover can affect a community's
environmental health. A brief history of stormwater management
regulations and techniques is than provided. This history explains
how stormwater run-off became an environmental issue and why
impervious surfaces are directly linked to that problem. Information
about regulations also establishes the importance of measuring
impervious surfaces for use in NPDES mandated stormwater
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management plans. Problems associated with other standard
impervious surface measurement techniques are explained in order
to understand why a new type of measurement might be needed.
Planning methods used to mitigate impervious surfaces are also
presented. Overall the information provided in this chapter is useful for
understanding why impervious surface measurements, from satellite
imagery, provide a new resource that is useful for both stormwater
management and growth planning.
Part 2: The Case of Suburban Management and Impervious
Surfaces: Applying Classification Techniques and Interpreting the
Results
The first half of the study provides a solid foundation in classification
technology and implications of impervious surface measurements.
The final half of the research explains how suburban communities
can classify satellite data and interpret the results provided. This
section begins with Chapter Four, which outlines how the towns and
data where chosen for the study. In order to compare the usefulness
of measuring impervious surfaces in different types of communities,
it was determined that stable and developing suburban communities
would be tested for this study. Billerica was chosen as the stable
community while Boxborough was identified as a developing
community. Ortho-photography and satellite imagery was collected for
both towns. Different data formats were analyzed so that a comparison
could be made between the automated classification results of a
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free data (ortho-photos) and satellite data. IKONOS and QuickBird
data was obtained for Billerica, while only IKONOS was acquired for
Boxborough. Detailed information about the caveats of the data is
provided, including the fact that the satellite data was obtained for a
sub-optimal time of year.
Chapter Five explains in detail the classification process used for
both satellite imagery and ortho-photography. Specific classification
methods are outlined and issues involved with each data type are
noted. Of particular interest is the use of Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) imagery derived from the satellite data. The
NDVI data enhanced the difference between vegetated and non-
vegetated areas making it easier to identify impervious surfaces. This
illustrated the benefit of using the multi-spectural information captured
in the satellite imagery.
Once classified, an analysis of the results was performed using two
tests. An anaylsis of these tests is provided in Chapter Six. One
test looked at the impervious surface measurements provided by
automated classification of ortho-photography and satellite imagery,
and compared those results with the traditional impervious surface
measurements of planimetrics and land-use coefficients. The other test
looked at why the ortho-photography was able to pick up an impervious
areas while the satellite data was not, and vice a versa. The results
of both tests helped to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of
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both data types. Five main results were identified from the tests,
these results included : 1) the discovery that land-use coefficients
were founds to have variable accuracy, 2) automated classification
of satellite data and aerial photography is useful for showing change
over time, 3) satellite data is particularly useful for identifying new
developments, 4) classification of satellite data and ortho-photography
are comparable to each other and the planimetrics, 5) and the
multispectural nature of satellite imagery make is easier to classify
impervious areas. The tests also illustrated two key problems with
the data used for the study. One issue was that the time differences
between the ortho-photography and the satellite data made it hard to
precisely compare the results of these two data sets. The other issue
was that the satellite data was collected during a bad time of year
(leaves-on). The tree coverage therefore made it hard to accurately
identify impervious surfaces. Even with these problems the tests
showed that impervious surfaces classified from satellite imagery
provide a useful measure of impervious surfaces data.
The concluding chapter includes recommendations for the use of
impervious surfaces created through satellite imagery. It also points
out that impervious cover measurements, both traditional and those
obtained through automated classification, provide measurements that
can be useful for different types of applications. Finally a discussion
of the future possibilities for use of high resolutions satellite data is
provided. It is clear that advancements in the classification technology
Introduction
and increased use and competition for satellite data might help to
decrease the costs associated with its use. These technological
advancements might allow high-resolution satellite data to become a
standard for classifying impervious surfaces.
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Chapter 1
Remote Sensing and the Urban Environment
Recent improvements in the quality of satellite imagery and remotely
sensed data have prompted increased interest in the possibility of
using satellite data to capture and analyze information about urban
and suburban communities. New interest in the use of satellite data
for urban planning is evidenced by the fact that in 2003 three major
Remote Sensing Journals (Remote Sensing and the Environment,
IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, American
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) dedicated their
entire volumes to issues relating to use of remote sensing in urban
environments. The high resolution data studies provided in these
journals tended to focus on urban planning applications that were
already being preformed with low to moderate resolution data. These
articles showed that even traditional applications, such as land use
classification, would need to be refined for use with high resolution
imagery. This is because the wealth of information provided by high
resolution data made it hard for traditional processing algorithms to
perform the same types of classification they had on lower resolution
data. Given that new processing algorithms would have to be
developed and that data resolutions were continuing to change, it
was hard for early researchers to clearly determine the usefulness of
satellite data for urban planning.
In order to gain a better understanding of how high-resolution data
might be used for urban planning applications, such as impervious
surface categorization, it is important to be versed in past precedents
and future possibilities. This chapter, therefore, provides a brief history
on remote sensing in the urban environment. Information about current
uses of high resolution data in urban areas is also included, along with
a discussion of urban planner's present attitudes towards the use of
high resolution imagery.
Remote Sensing and it Data Formats:
Remote Sensing has been broadly defined as any information that
is captured from a distance (Campbell, 1996). The simplest example
of remotely sensed data is the imagery captured by a digital camera.
When a photographer takes a picture with a digital camera, the data
is captured and recorded as a set of raster pixels. Each pixel records
the unique reflectance of what is on the other side of the camera's
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lens. This combination of pixels creates an image of what was in front
of the camera when the picture was taken. This picture is considered
remotely sensed data, as the camera has captured the reflectance
of a remote object. This illustration shows how photography of any
surface is considered remote sensing. However, it important to note
that for Geographers, Environmental Scientists, Urban Planners, Land
Surveyors, and other researchers that analyze the earth surface, the
term Remote Sensing, usually refers to the capture and processing of
reflectance information obtained about the earth's surface.
Remotely sensed data of the earth comes in a variety of formats.
Aerial photography is considered to be the first form of this type of
imagery, as "bird's eye" photos of cities were first experimented with
at the turn of the 20th century. The space boom of the 1960s, led to
the development of satellite sensors that capture spectral reflectance
information of the earth surface from space. Similar to information
captured by digital cameras, satellite sensors record spectral
information as raster pixels. These sensors, also known as passive
sensors, because they register energy emitted from the earth, became
widely used for regional land analysis. After the creation of passive
sensors, it was discovered that other forms of satellite sensors could
admit, measure, and record their own energy, in order to capture
information about the earth's surface. These actives sensor are
useful for obtaining elevation information, because the wavelength
measurements recorded, have a direct relationship to the distance of
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the earth's surface from the sensor. Elevations can than be derived
from this distance measurement. Aerial photography, passive and
active satellite sensors are the main forms of remotely sensed data
currently being used for land analysis.
Aerial Photography
Aerial photography was initially developed for military purposes and
was later adopted and used for urban planning. The technology used
to capture aerial photography was developed during the First World
War and than further refined during World War 11.1 While the military
advanced the technologies available to capture and process this type
of data, urban and regional planners began to see the benefit of using
aerial photos to measure and map land resources. Aerial photography
quickly became widely used for urban planning applications.
Most cities use aerial photos to create basic map layers of their cities.
This includes building footprints, streets, hydrology, open space, and
vegetation information. Most cities trace, characterize, and transfer
information from aerial photos to vector Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) systems. These tracing are often referred to as
planimetrics and are useful to planners and engineers. For example
water resource engineers use planimetrics to calculate pervious/
imperviousness surfaces and enter those values into hydrological
models. Planners often use planimetrics to locate and manage city
street trees. Aerial photography taken as stereo pairs can also be used
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to create detailed topographic maps layers. The base layers provided
by the interpretation of aerial photography have become invaluable city
resources.
Even though aerial photography has become a rich data source
for many cities, their use can be expensive. Many communities do
not have the resources to fly or even create GIS data layers from
their aerial photographs. Some states, understanding that rural and
suburban areas might not have the funds to take advantage of aerial
photography, have created statewide Geographic Information System
(GIS) departments to help small communities obtain the map data
they might need. These departments often pay for the flight of state-
wide ortho-photography, the results of which are usually provided to
the public free of charge. In Massachusetts the regional GIS agency
(MASSSGIS) has created high resolution ortho-photography for the
whole state and has recently sponsored the acquisition new photos
for 2005. The cost associated with the capture of aerial photography
usually decreases as the area delineated for capture increases.' This
fact illustrates another reason why state agencies typically pay for the
capture of ortho-photography - essentially it cheaper for them to fly the
whole state than have it done a town at a time.
It is important to note that the data captured for statewide datasets
usually has lower resolutions (.5 to 2 meters) than the aerial
photography tasked for large cities. For example a city like Boston, Ma,
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would typically have resolutions of 1 to 6 inches. In fact, according to
Sanborn, a leading company in aerial photo capture and interpretation,
data resolutions of 1% to 2 meters is considered coarse in the field
of aerial photography. The reason for the disparity in resolutions is
because higher resolution data is typically more expensive and unless
a state agency is sure that extremely precise data is necessary, as it is
in large cities, it will not take on the cost for the whole state.4
In the last year, there has been an explosion in the use of aerial
photography on the web. This is because new web based mapping
programs, such as Google maps, and real estate software, such as
GeoExplorer and http://paulrademacher.com/housing/, use satellite
imagery as a backdrop. The increased use of aerial photography
by commercial companies, such as Google, might help to decrease
the costs associated with obtaining remotely sensed data, as the
market for the data has moved beyond military and urban planning
applications.
New developments in the capture of multi-spectral information by
digital cameras might also help to further the use of aerial photography.
For example a new airborne multispectural digital camera called
Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager (CASI) "can produce
imagery in 288 spectral bands in the visible and near infrared spectral
region" (Liedtke, 2003) pg 147. Organizations that use CASI often only
collect spectural information from eight bands, in order to store the
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data at a higher resolution (Liedtke, 2003). Having these eight bands,
instead of the typical three, enhances the ability to distinguish between
similar feature types and is useful for vegetation mapping. Airborne
Data Acquisition and Registration (ADAR) data, which provides digital
information in visible and near infrared wavelengths has also become
more readily available. ((RESAC), 2005) According to Sanborn and
DigitalGlobe, the high costs associated with multispectural airborne
digital cameras have made its use only suitable for small area. This
contrasts traditional photography, where large areas tend to be
cheaper. Two main reasons data from the multispectural digital camera
costs more, is because the camera's themselves are expensive to
purchase, and because there is limited storage space to hold large
coverage areas. As the multispectural camera technology is refined,
and demand increases for the multi-spectral information, the costs
associated with these cameras might decrease. Therefore, depending
on the application, high resolution satellite data might soon have to
compete with digital cameras that capture multi-spectral data.
Satellite Imagery
The first metrological satellite was put in orbit in 1960, and in 1972
Landsat 1 was deployed. "Landsat provided for the first time, the
systematic, repetitive observation of the earth's land areas. Each
Landsat image depicted large areas of the earth's surface in several
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum yet provided modest levels
of detail sufficient for practical applications in many fields." (Campbell,
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1996)These early Landsat images had extremely coarse resolutions
of 79 M2. Digital format imagery provided by the U.S based Landsat
and later its French counter-part, SPOT, provided researchers with the
opportunity to use computers to interpret the imagery.
Landsat and SPOT are often referred to as optical sensors, as
they record information in the optical spectrum, which extends
approximately 0.3 to 14 pm. This range includes Ultra Violet (UV),
visible, near-, mid-, and thermal IR wavelengths. Since Landsat first
satellite launch in 1972, the satellite data collected has improved.
Early Landsat resolutions were 79 m2 and had a spectral mix of four
bands, to the latest version of Landsat (Landsat-7 ETM + launched in
1999) has a 15 M2 resolution and seven bands of spectral information
(This includes a band that records information in the thermal range).
The SPOT satellite first launched in 1986, has the ability to record
information in visible, infrared, and HVR. The launch of SPOT
increased the resolution available for satellite imagery as the first
version had a resolution of 10 m2 for black and white and 20 M2 for
multi-spectral data. The latest version of SPOT (SPOT-5 launched in
2002) has a panchromatic resolution of 2.5 to 5 meters, a 10 meter
resolution in the green, red, and near-IR wavelengths, and a 20 meter
resolution in the mid-IR band. 6As the first commercially available
satellite systems, Landsat and SPOT have the longest history as land
analysis tools. This longevity has made them the most discussed in
Remote Sensing literature.
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Moderate Resolution Satellite Imagery:
While Landsat and SPOT satellite systems are traditionally considered
to be low-resolution, their latest versions Landsat 7 ETM + and SPOT
5 have higher resolutions and are considered to provide moderate
resolution data. Moderate resolution satellites are often referred to
as second generation systems. SPOT and Landsat are not the only
second generation satellite systems, as several other countries,
including India, Russia, Japan, and China and Brazil, have deployed
moderate resolution imagery. Moderate resolution satellite imagery
has not only provided better pixel resolutions, but has also provided
more spectral information, including information in the thermal range.
These advancements have allowed geographers and urban planners
to further refine image processing and classification techniques for
remotely sensed data. The focus of moderate resolution classification
still rests on satellites imagery's ability to classify regional land-uses,
however, some new application became available as the thermal
information could be used to study heat island effects. The higher
resolution of moderate resolution data provides some enhancements
for land surface interpretation. However, the resolution is still to low
to create the detailed maps provided through interpretation of aerial
photography.
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High Resolution Satellite Imagery:
High-resolution satellite imagery provides the potential to not only
refine classification of land-use and land-cover maps, but may also
provide urban planners with detailed information about community
assets, once only provided by aerial photography. The IKONOS
satellite is the first of what is often called third tier satellite sensors
or high-resolution satellite systems. The launch of this satellite was
followed by DigitalGlobe's launch of QuickBird in 2001, and than
ORBIMAGEs launch of Orbview-3 in 2003. Table 1.1 provides detailed
information about the resolution, launch date, swath size, and revisit
time of each of these sensors. Even higher resolutions might soon
be available as the US government has already issued licenses for
commercial systems with .5 m2 spatial resolutions. (Mesev, 2003) Both
Space Imaging and Quickbird have "applied for licenses to operate
satellites that have a quarter meter resolution "(Aderbal c. Correa(1),
2001; lbaugh, 2003). If the requests are accepted, a satellite with a .25
meter resolution could be deployed as soon as 2006 (lbaugh, 2003).
As mentioned earlier the establishment of these third tier satellites has
caused increased research into their possible uses for urban planning.
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Table 1.1 : Comparison Of High Resolution Satellite Data Sensors
1999
. .12
4 M2
ran: u.4o-u.i
1: 0.45-0.52
2: 0.52-0.60
3: 0.63-0.69
4: 0.76-0.90
d .
days
EROS-A Dec. 5, 1.8 mt Pan : 0.50-.90 1 to 13.5 480
2000 3.5
QuickBird Oct. 18, 0.61 m2 Pan: 0.45-0.90 <ays 16.5 45
2001 2.4 m2  1: 0.45-0.52
2: 0.52-0.60
3: 0.63-0.69
4: 0.76-0.90
Orbyiew-3 June 26, 1 m2 Pan: 0.45-0.90 8 470
2003 4 m2  1: 0.45-0.52
2: 0.52-0.60
3: 0.63-0.69
4: 0.76-0.90
EROS-B1 Scheduled .82 m Pan: .50-.90
2005 3.48 m2  Four
Multispectural
Bands
Planned
table 1.1 : T he above table, modifed sig
high resolution satellite imagery.
My from Lillesana (2004), snows the current
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Remote Sensing: Image Processing and Interpretation:
The process of deriving information from remotely sensed imagery
is referred to as image processing or image interpretation. While
satellite data has been available since the 1960's it was not until the
1970's that geographers began to explore the potential of interpreting
information from this data format. Before that, image processing
and image interpretation clearly meant the analysis derived from
aerial photographs. Considering that aerial photography had been
available since the early 1900s, visual interpretation of the data had
been refined in to a distinct science. Universities and colleges taught
visual interpretation of aerial photography as an essential competent
for majors in cartography. Most analysis of remotely sensed satellite
imagery in performed with computers, as the distinct reflectance
values are better interpreted by computer algorithms than the human
eye. Advancements in desktop computer technology, during the
1980's, caused increased development of computerized techniques
for analyzing remotely sensed data. This marked a shift in the field of
Remote Sensing; as it became more than just analyzing aerial photos.
Image interpretation was also the computerized processes involved
with classifying satellite data.
Computerized classification of satellite data is possible because
everything on the earth has a distinct spectral response. Computer
programs can be trained to look for these distinct spectral responses
and than classify satellite pixels according to designated response
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categories. To illustrate the point let's use a pixel classified as "urban"
to explain the process. In general, urban land is made up of materials
that have relatively high spectral response values. Therefore, a pixel
that represents a 30 x 30 meter square in an urban area, will represent
that mixture of high reflectance values, and therefore, have a high
overall spectral response value. The distinct character of the high
reflectance values in urban areas tells the computer that the pixel
being classified is urban. This is because it has a similar spectral
response to other pixels known to be urban. The computer program,
will then move on to the next pixel and classify the land-use that best
fits its spectral response. This type of approach is often referred to as
pixel-based classification. Classifying land-uses through algorithms,
such as these has helped to automate the creation of regional land-use
maps.
Image Processing for High Resolution Data:
Early focus of research using high-resolution satellite imagery focused
on using the data for the same tasks applied to lower resolution
data. Researchers, therefore, performed studies using the same
classification techniques. The varied results of these studies found
that high-resolution data would need new processing techniques
in order to perform the same functions it had previously. Research
into new classification methods for high resolution imagery looked at
object oriented / image segmentation and rule based classification
methods. According to Shacekelford, "Object-based approaches do not
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operate directly on individual pixels but on objects consisting of many
pixels that have been grouped together in a meaningful way by image
segmentation. In addition to spectral and textural information utilized
in pixel-based classification methods, image objects also allow shape
characteristics and neighborhood relationships to be used for the
object's classification" (Shacekelford, 2003). Rule-based classification
methods were also explored, this included research into Knowledge
Based Expert Systems (KBESs) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).
Rule-based classification allows users to set cognitive parameters for
classification. Object-oriented and rule based classification techniques
can be performed together as the combination can enhance overall
classification. These new methods, particularly image segmentation,
have been found to perform better than traditional pixel-based
approaches. Further studies and refinements of new classification
approaches are still being made. A detailed discussion of new
classification techniques will be described in the next chapter.
Using Satellite Data and Aerial Photography for Urban Planning
Early Use of Satellite Imagery for Planning:
The discovery of Landsat data by urban and regional planners
brought about a series of experiments in its use. Analysts realized
that even this coarse data provided the ability to create general land-
use classifications, such as, urban, rural, water and forest. Land-use
classification allowed planners to understand regional land patterns.
After Landsat data had been available for some time, planners started
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to use it for urban growth analysis, as the imagery could be acquired
for several time periods. Computers were used to classify land use
types and to compare land use change over time. These early analysis
methods allowed regional planners to monitor community assets, such
as urban forest and open space. Over-time the use of satellite imagery
along with other GIS data layers became invaluable for regional
planners.
The land-cover/land-use classification methodology used for
moderate and low resolution satellite data became extremely useful
for regional analysis of urban areas. However this imagery could not
be used to perform the fine grained analysis of urban features such
as, house and lot size, street width, and street trees, typical of visual
interpretation of aerial photos.7 Therefore, the focus of research in
image interpretation of low-resolution satellite data has been, and
remains to be, environmental and regional applications. Common types
of research using low-resolution satellite imagery includes; land-cover
change, large-scale wetlands mapping, geologic mapping, agricultural
applications, forestry applications, flood assessment, water resources
assessments, ecology applications, archaeology, and natural disaster
management (Lillesand et al., 2004). These common applications for
low-resolution satellite imagery, are not exclusive to that data type,
many of these applications could be applied to high resolution data as
well.
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High-Resolution Data and Urban Planning:
Urban planners are still trying to determine how new high-resolution
satellite imagery might be used to better manage urban environments.
Early perceptions about the possible uses of this data were not
encouraging. Complaints included classification mismatch, limited
control of atmospheric time and date parameters, atmospheric
problems having an effect on image quality, low global coverage, high
costs, and long delivery time. (Mesev, 2003) While time has solved
some of these early issues, like low global coverage, some urban
planners and GIS specialists are still hesitant to use the imagery.
Classification problems associated with high-resolution satellite
imagery may be solved with the use of new classification methods.
According to Nancy Thomas, "The key to successful mapping
from high-resolution imagery can be found in integrating spectral
response with additional information elements, such as shape,
texture, and context" (Thomas, 2003). In Thomas' study the most
successful classification techniques used "ancillary data layers along
with knowledge-driven spatial modeling emphasizing contextual
clues" (Thomas, 2003). Other studies performed by Alpin, Hodgson,
Shakelford, and Blaschke also mentioned the need for new
classification methods when using high-resolution satellite imagery
(Hodgson, 2003). In these studies the authors experimented with
object-oriented approaches, image segmentation, knowledge based
systems, and neural networks. Advancements in these techniques
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have illustrated that high-resolution satellite imagery can be
classified with higher accuracy levels than previously thought. Early
disappointment with classification results might have had more to do
with the methods used rather than the possibilities of the imagery itself.
The high cost of satellite imagery has also been cited as a deterrent.
It is typically believed that aerial photos provide the same data at a
cheaper cost. However, Kathleen Trauth, in her study of Columbia,
MO, argues that remote sensing prices are comparable, and in some
areas cheaper than satellite systems. She also argues that with more
high-resolution satellites being launched competition might help to
drive the prices down.' According to her study, where she surveyed
local professionals about this matter, she found that in an area of "81
square miles to 560 square miles, with an orthophoto scale ranging
from 1 inch =100 feet to 1 inch = 400 ft. The bid values received for the
various product combinations surveyed from nine respondents ranged
from $13,500 to $448,150. On a unit basis, prices varied from $167
per square kilometer to $309 per square kilometer. IKONOS image
prices as of February 2003 showed a unit price from $22.50 to $29.25
per square kilometer for the panchromatic and multispectural bundle.
IKONOS is clearly competitive with aerial photography, while at the
same time providing the additional multi-spectral information" (Trauth,
2004). Trauth's study shows that the high cost of satellite imagery
might be more of a misconception than an actual reality.
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The limited control of atmospheric time and date parameters may
still be a problem. Some imagery professionals believe that aerial
photography allows for better handling of atmospheric conditions
because they have more control over when an airplane can be sent
to capture data. Capture of satellite imagery is limited to the time and
date that the satellite will be overhead. Over the years satellite sensors
have significantly improved their site revisit time, and the Quickbird
satellite now revisits a site every three days. Although, three days
might seem to be an adequate return time, there is no way to know
whether atmospheric conditions will be suitable at the future return
date. In some areas there is only a narrow opportunity to capture data
(usually a few weeks in the spring and winter months). If the satellite
continues to pass overhead collecting undesirable data every three
days the data collection for that area may never be obtained during
an optimal time. Aerial photographers have the advantage of local
knowledge and less rigid capture schedules. Therefore if the cloud
conditions look good they can send an airplane up for a flight. While
aerial photography does have more flexibility in scheduling it has a
longer post-processing time to correct for variations in the flight path
and flight angle. Satellite imagery post-processing is relatively short.
Therefore, if there is a time constraint the satellite product might
be delivered more quickly. Limitations in scheduling can be critical
and should be a concern for cities interested in interpreting their
landscapes.
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Data acquisition problems might be a valid concern for urban planners,
however reluctance among urban planners might be because of the
unpredictable nature of this new technology. Carlson (2003) believes
this might be the case and sites three main reasons that many urban
planners have not implemented this technology: "1) urban planners
are overburdened with everyday decisions and do not have time to
investigate uses for satellite imagery, 2) Planners are unaware of the
capabilities of any satellite or of current research on applications,
3) Many planning offices lack the additional money, expertise and
software required for handling satellite imagery" (Carlson, 2003).
Apprehension about the use of satellite imagery could have to do with
unfamiliarity and comfort levels, than with the actual data issues.
Recent Applications of High Resolution Imagery:
Researchers have continued to study possible urban planning
applications for the high resolution satellite imagery. Similar to
low-resolution data one of the most common applications for high-
resolution satellite data has been the creation of land cover classes.
However the higher resolution available allowed for the classification
of land features which had been previously unobtainable. This includes
the creation of pervious / impervious maps, mapping of specific
vegetation types, and the categorization of street trees. Some recent
applications for high-resolution imagery are explained below.
Impervious Surface Mapping
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The amount of impervious surface in a city can be considered a
measure of the city's environmental quality. According to Bauer this is
because it "directly affects the amount of run-off to streams and lakes
and is related to water quality of surrounding lakes and streams. It
is also related to energy balances and urban heat island effects, as
well as to the aesthetics of landscapes and habitat degradation and
fragmentation. Conversion of rural landscapes to urban and suburban
land uses is directly related to the increasing amounts of impervious
surface area" (Bauer, 2002). Denver, CO and Columbia, MO have
found high-resolution satellite data particularly useful for determining
impervious surface cover and use that information to charge a
stormwater utility fee. (Herring, 2005) (Truath, 2004) The use of
impervious surface maps also has the potential to help town managers
understand the growth and the environmental health of their cities.
Urban Growth Mapping
High-resolution data has been used in several models to map urban
growth and development. In most studies IKONOS or Quickbird
imagery has been combined with aerial photography, Landsat
classified imagery, and historical maps to model land change over a
series of decades. As high-resolution satellites mature time change
analysis could be performed using only this data format. The regular
collection of satellite data allows analyst to gather data about urban
changes that happen within a relatively short time period. Some towns
experiencing increased growth are migrating from the regular collection
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of aerial photography to satellite imagery, so that they can collect
data more often. Richmond County, South Carolina will be collecting
satellite data every two years in an effort to update infrastructure in
an ever changing urban/suburban landscape (Liedtke, 2003). High-
resolution satellite imagery is particularly valuable for the creation of
urban growth maps.
Disaster Management
In a disaster situation having fast up-to-date imagery of a fire or a
flood can be invaluable. Satellite data has been essential for these
types of disasters as the imagery can be obtained relatively quickly
and can be analyzed along with other GIS data layers to help provide
life saving data about a disaster event. For example satellite imagery
has become invaluable in fighting forest fires. Analysts use satellite
data along with other GIS layers to monitor and model the direction of
fires and determine areas that might be affected. This information can
than be provided to fire fighters to help with tactical positioning and to
warn citizens. (lbaugh, 2003) Models have also been developed using
satellite systems to assist with floods. The fact that satellite companies
store information about areas allows the analyst to use the repository
to order satellite data during a particular disaster event. This also
allows them to order data pre and post disaster to analyze changes
since the event. Satellites have become invaluable resources for those
trying to understanding and combat disasters.
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Wetland Mapping
Several studies have begun to explore how IKONOS and Quickbird
data might be utilized for wetland mapping. In order to be considered
a wetland by the standards developed by the EPA three criteria must
be meet. The site must have wetland vegetation, hyrdric soils, and the
presence of water. Wetland classification studies use satellite imagery
to classify these three criteria in order to target locations of possible
wetlands. These possible wetlands are field tested before any official
delineations are made.
The focus of wetlands classification using satellite imagery has been
on vegetation characterization, as satellite imagery is better suited
to detect distinct vegetation types than hydric soil information. Two
studies in Minnesota and Utah found that wetland classification does
not provide precise results, however the researchers in both of these
studies acknowledged that they had limited familiarity with the use
of high resolution data for wetland classification. (Borgione, 8/21/
2003) (Sawaya, 2003). This lack of experience might have been the
cause of their problems, and further research needs to be performed
to determine if high-resolution satellite data is suitable for mapping
wetlands.
Street Tree Mapping
Monitoring and managing street trees is a time consuming endeavor.
One of the main costs associated with mapping a city's street trees is
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the amount of time and staff it takes to inventory and classify the trees
through traditional surveys. High-resolution multi-spectral imagery
provides the potential for automatically mapping streets trees and
providing limited information about their health. Street tree mapping is
particularly applicable for the use of high resolution imagery because of
the decreased possibilities for mixed pixel types. This is because street
trees usually have distinct spectral responses from their surroundings.
(Xiao, 2004) A study done in Modesto, CA had relatively high levels
of accurate street tree identification with ; "99% for broadleaf, 83% for
broadleaf evergreen and 75 % for conifer" (Xiao, 2004). Once street
trees are mapped cities can use the information to manage existing
trees as well as help to determine areas that could benefit form
additional plantings.
Water Quality Measurements
Many of the high resolution imagery applications mentioned to this
point might seem large in scale but there are applications that can be
extremely site specific. For example a study performed in Minnesota,
used remote sensing the determine water clarity and than derived
water quality rankings (Sawaya, 2003). This information was than
modeled with surrounding land-use data to determine if there was a
relationship between land use type and the quality of water in adjacent
lakes and streams. This type of study helps planners illustrate the
impacts of development.
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Vegetation Mapping
Recently several studies have investigated the possibility of using
high-resolution imagery to create detailed information about urban
vegetation. The idea behind these studies is that urban vegetation can
explain the environmental health of cities. This information can then
help cities make informed decisions about growth limitations or the
encouragement of open space. The studies have begun to experiment
with "landscape metrics" a statistical analysis tool derived from
landscape ecology. According to Greenhill "The spatial distributions
of the metrics provide new insight into landscape structure, which can
be exploited in land-use planning and in the construction of empirical
spatial planning heuristics for sustainable urban development"
(Greenhill, 2003).These studies have found that high-resolution data
are particularly useful in understanding the overall "environmental
condition" of cities.
Summary:
It is hard to clearly say how useful high-resolution satellite data might
be until the technology for analyzing it has been refined. While early
studies found traditional classification methods did not produce
satisfactory results, new classification techniques such as, object
orientated approaches, have started to show better outcomes. More
studies need to be performed to determine potential uses of satellite
data in urban areas. At the same time developments in classification
technology need to be encouraged as even higher resolution data is
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just a few years away, and new potentials for urban applications will
than be possible.
Planners have not had enough opportunities to use high resolution
data to explore its potential. At the same time, the lack of information
about the possible uses for satellite data, in urban areas, makes many
cities hesitant to experiment with it. Vague information surrounding
costs and acquisition availability has also caused town planners to be
reticent of its use.9 Satellites data still can not achieve the resolutions
available with aerial photography. Although there are plans to launch
new satellites with even higher resolutions, satellite data will still have
a hard time competing with aerial photography until the resolution gap
between the two data formats is decreased.
Some cities that have experimented with the use of satellite data
have found its use beneficial. For example, Prescott, AZ found
the automated analysis provided by high-resolution satellite data
a time and cost saving mechanism (Liedtke, 2003). Precott found
satellite data useful for managing the growth their communities,
specifically looking at vegetation, infrastructure, impervious surfaces,
and environmental assets. Using high-resolution data has become
particularly popular for measuring the ecological condition of cities,
a metric considered to represent a city's environmental health. 10
Cities like Columbia, SC have found high-resolution satellite imagery
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particularly useful for determining short-term growth. High-resolution
data has become invaluable for disaster management in many towns
that experience fire hazards. Several cities have also found high-
resolution satellite data useful for accessing parcels for environmental
compliance. This type of use might be particularly important for issues
such as stormwater control. (Arnold, 1996) These cities' experiments
with satellite data show that some communites have found the use of
high-resolution satellite data invaluable.
Higher resolution satellite data allows for a clear picture of the earth's
surface from space. However, even the highest satellite resolution
data is still not as high as aerial photography. Applications for satellite
data should therefore take advantage of the strengths of this data
type. Some of these strengths include the multispectural nature of
the imagery, the ability to capture the data over time, and the ease in
data collection. Satellite data should not be considered a replacement
to aerial photography, but rather an additional data set that provides
different information. An example of this would be a traditional
impervious surface application. While some towns trace aerial photos
to determine impervious surfaces many towns still derive impervious
surfaces from land use maps created from low-resolution satellite
data. In this situation each land use type has an impervious surface
coefficient, in other words low and high density residential would each
be given specific measures of impervious surface. This coefficient
is typically used with hydrological models instead of surveying the
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actual amount of impervious surface. The use of high-resolution
satellite data to quantify actual impervious surface quantities might fall
somewhere in between these two methods. This is because although
high-resolution analysis is not as accurate as planimetrics, it is more
accurate than using a coefficient derived from land-use maps. A city is
responsible for deciding satisfactory accuracy levels based on potential
uses of the data. 90% accuracy might be good enough to model the
potential effects of stormwater, and therefore, a city might choose
to use high-resolution imagery because of its ease of acquisition as
compared with aerial photography. While this might be sufficient for
hydrological models it might not be sufficient in cities were impervious
cover is used to create stormwater taxes. Theses cities might need
better accuracy as citizens would not want to be taxed for surfaces that
do not exist on their property.
It is clear that satellite data has advanced from its early applications.
The latest high resolution data and its predecessors have the potential
to change the way environmental data is collected and measured
by cities. While analysis provided by satellite data might seem to be
extravagant. In the future, as data becomes cheaper, more available
and applications are more tested, satellite data might become and
essential tool for city planning.
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Chapter 1 : End Notes
1 According to Campbell if you stick to a strict definition of remote
sensing creating a record of the earth surface the first actual remotely
sensed images were taken in the early 1800's when Lois Daguerre
experimented with photography. The first photo taken from the air was
from a air balloon in 1858. Later Wilbur Wright took photos from his
plan in 1910.(Campbell, 1996)
2 According to MASSGIS and the Sanborn Company the cost of the
2005 ortho-photography was roughly $820,000
3 This information was provided through an interview with Brad Brackel
of the Sanborn Co.
4 In several interviews with the Sanborn Company, the leader in
aerial photo capture and interpretation, I tried to determine the cost
associated with aerial photography. However it was hard for them to
pin-point specific generic cost and there are a number of variables
that they need to consider. These variables include the local weather,
topography, proximity to airport, and local technology and resources
available.
I Both DigitalGlobe and Sanborn mentioned the possibility of multi-
spectral photography causes competition for satellite data. However
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it was hard to get actual costs per square mile because the final cost
change depending on a number of outside factors.
6 Technical information about LANDSAT and SPOT resolutions has
been combined from Lillesand, Kiefer, and Chipman, Remote Sensing
and Image Interpretation Fifth Addition, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 2004.
7 A listing of these fine grained assessments can be found in
Lillesand, Kiefer, and Chipman's book "Remote Sensing and Image
Interpretation". I included their listing while also adding some of my
own.
8 I still need to do my own investigation into whether this is true.
9 Interviews were made with two major remote sensing companies
(Space Imaging and Digital Globe) and one aerial photo vendor
(Sanborn). It was hard for any of these vendors to give clear cost
estimate as each company usually does a feasibility study on the area
before they provide cost information. One important condition to note
is that the aerial vendor said that they will always be able to guarantee
0% cloud cover, while this type of guarantee id not typically available
for satellite imagery.
10 Anne Arundel County used satellite data to create vegetation metric
for the whole city.
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Chapter 2
Software Techniques
High Resolution Satellite Processing Issues:
The advent of new high resolution satellite imagery and digital aerial
photography means that we now have a better visual representation
of the earth's surface. One therefore might draw the conclusion that
we also have an increased ability to classify various landforms using
either human visual analysis, or a computer generated one. However,
computer classification of high resolution satellite imagery has not
been as easy as one might have expected. This is often due to the
wealth of data and the refined resolution. For example, a classification
problem often occurs when buildings and trees cast there shadows.
Mid to Low resolution satellite data is too coarse to have individual
pixels reflect as shadows, however this happens often with high
resolution imagery causing pixel misclassification. Shadows are not the
only problem. Classification programs also have difficulty recognizing
distinct objects in the landscape. In this situation dirt in parking
lots might be classified as bare soil, although to the eye it is clearly
pavement. Broad leaf trees often cover roads and buildings, making
these features hard to identify. Confusion between similar ground types
is also typical. Cement is often misclassified as bare soil and vice
versa.
Recent research has shown that "traditional" classification techniques
are not as suitable for high resolution data and may be compounding
the problems. (Meinel, 2004)To solve these classification issues
researchers have begun to investigate new forms of classification
technologies that might be more suitable for high-resolution
satellite data. Alternatives to the "traditional" pixel-based approach
include object oriented/image segmentation and knowledge-based
classification methods.
In order to understand the benefits of new classification techniques, an
explanation of "traditional" pixel-based classification and its limitations
is needed to set the context. A brief discussion of new classification
techniques and their software will then be detailed. This information will
be used to explain the rationale for selecting the software used for this
study.
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Limitations "Traditional" Pixel-Based Classification
Computer classification methods for digital land surface imagery
have been around since the first commercially available satellite was
launched in the 1970's. From that time, the classification algorithms
and techniques have developed into a series of methods based
on "the classification of single pixels in a multi-dimensional feature
space" (Blaschke, 2000, pg 555). These approaches often referred
to as pixel-based classification algorithms developed because of
the scale in which satellite imagery was available. One of the most
common algorithms used for pixel-based classification is the Maximum
Likelihood Classifier. "Maximum likelihood classification is a standard,
pixel-based supervised approach where classification is based on
multivariate probability density functions of the classes of interest"
(Lee, 2001). The scale of low (30-70 M2) and moderate (10-30 M2)
resolution creates pixels composed of a combination of surface types
that gives its overall reflectance value. In other words, an urban
pixel might be made up of buildings, sidewalks, streets, and trees,
and the reflection of this combination of surfaces is the pixel's value.
Classification of these pixels is based on the assumption that most
pixels will be mixed in some way, but belong to larger classification
types such as urban, forest, rural. These pixels are then eventually
classified into these larger categories, creating general land-use maps.
This "mixed pixel" problem, typical of low and mid-resolution data, has
become the focus of much of the algorithm development for pixel-
based classification. 1
Pixel-based Classification
Figure 2.1 : This diagram shows pixel-based classifica-
tion. In this classification algorithum each pixel in an
image is categorized into a distinct classification type.
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The application of these 'traditional' classification techniques does not
produce the same results when applied to high resolution imagery.
Even though high resolution data has its share of "mixed pixels" - their
occurrence happens less often because of resolution.2 This statistic
increases the possibility of the well known "salt and pepper" effect,
in which "single pixels are classified differently than the surrounding
areas and homogenous regions cannot be generated" (Blascke, 2000).
Interpretation using a pixel-based method with high resolution will
therefore have a higher possibility of leaving patches of unclassified
data in homogeneous forests or urban parking lots. Dealing with
the "salt and paper" problem has been one of the larger issues to
overcome when using high-resolution satellite data.
The problems associated with image classification point OUT the
essential deference between the way the human eye represents
objects and how the computer interprets them. As stated by Gorte:
"Human vision generally tends to divide images into homogeneous
areas first, and characterizes those areas more carefully later" (Gorte,
1998 - from Blascke). Image interpretation of aerial photos works
much in the same way - "Human image interpreters do not interpret
an image as if it were composed of individual pixels. They employ
the totality of information associated with an unknown object or area,
including its tone, color, size, shape, shadow, texture, pattern, height,
site, and contextual situation and association" (Estes et al., 1983;
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Jensen, 2000 - from Blascke). High-resolution image processing has
highlighted the problems associated with pixel-based classification.
The result is new research in developing processes that try to mimic
the way the human eye interprets imagery.
New Classification Techniques
Some of the "new" techniques being investigated for image
classification of high-resolution remote sensing data are:
- object-oriented / image segmentation methods,
- knowledge based approaches using neural networks, and
- combinations of these two methods
Object Oriented Approach / Image Segmentation
Image segmentation is not a new process (see Haralick et al. 1973).
Although research activities have not been focused on it since the
mid- 1970's, reinvestigation into this method began when researchers
saw the technique might help with classification problems associated
with high-resolution imagery. Image segmentation tries to apply the
same method the human eye uses when it observes an object. In
this process an image's pixels are grouped into a series of regions or
segments "based on similarity criteria (digital number, texture)" (Meinel,
2004, pg 1). This process is often successful because "image objects
Z,,-
Image Segmentation
Figure 2.1 : This diagram shows object oriented classi-
fication. In this classification algorithum each the image
is devided up into distinct region and than these regions
are categorized into a distinct classification type.
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in remotely sensed imagery tend to be homogeneous" (Meinel, 2004,
pg 1). The scale and process at which images are segmented can be
as coarse or as fine as the user specifies. Typically there are three
main segmentation processes 1) Edge-based segmentation 2) Region
based segmentation 3) Knowledge-Based segmentation (van der
Sande, 2003, pg 221). In the edge-based method "edges are regarded
as boundaries between image and objects and they are located where
changes in values occur" (Blaschke, 2000, pg 559). Region growing
algorithms "cluster pixels starting with seed points and growing into
regions until a certain threshold is reached. This threshold is normally
a homogeneity criterion or a combination of size and homogeneity."
(Blaschke, 2000, 559) Knowledge-Based Segmentation "algorithms
are based on the conceptual idea that important semantic information
required to interpret an image is not represented in a single pixel but in
meaningful image objects and their mutual relations" (van der Sande,
2003, 221). Knowledge based segmentation, therefore, uses the
surrounding context or additional knowledge layers to help segment
the images. Recent studies comparing the use of image segmentation
to pixel-based techniques have shown that image segmentation has a
higher accuracy for high-resolution data.
One of the main problems with high-resolution imagery is the amount
of pixels that are considered mixed, and the variability of the spectral
response in pixels of the same class. Image segmentation assists with
this problem by splitting the data up into a series of segments that are
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created through a learned understanding of their relationship with other
image features. According to van der Sande "the strength of the new
object oriented approach is that apart from spectral features, it also
uses local spatial features such as surface area, length and width of
objects during the classification process" (van der Sande, 2003). In
the object-based approach segments are made up of homogeneous
pixel mixtures and it is these segments that are then classified by the
software.
Image Segmentation Software:
Research of image segmentation techniques has produced a number
of software products for its use. A recent study (2004) performed
by G. Meinel and M. Neubert list some of the software technologies
available. A modified version of their study's software comparison
chart can be seen in Table 2.1. Meinel and Neubert's analysis of the
performance of various software products showed that two image
segmentation software packages, eCognition and SPRING 4.0, were
superior to the five other products analyzed. eCognition actually scored
a bit higher than SPRING 4.0 because of it's relative ease of use,
extended functionality and slightly better classification results. SPRING
4.0 was created by the Brazilian National Institute for Space Research
and can be downloaded for free. An initial review of the software found
that it was not user friendly. For example, header information that was
imported seamlessly by eCognition had to be entered manually into
SPRING 4.0. eCognition is expensive, with a range of 14,000 Euros
These images
show a residential
area in Billerica,
MA processed
using eCognition
an object-oriented/
image segmentation
program a)
represents the
image before any
processing has
taken place. b) Is
the same image
after eCognition's
image segmentation
process was
preformed with a
minimum scale of 10
pixels per segment.
c) represents the
image's segments
as vector polygons
on top of the original
image.
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(roughly $18,000 US) for the Professional and 9,000 Euros (roughly
$12,000 US) for the Standard version. eCognition also has a non-profit
price of 2,900 Euro's or roughly 3,745.49 US Dollars. Even though
SPRING 4.0 is free and has similar classification results, eCognition's
ease of use and extensive tools has caused it to become a standard
for image segmentation classification. This has been evidenced by the
number of recent studies using this software. While this discussion has
just provided a brief discussion of some of the current object-oriented
and image segmentation programs a comparison of these program
along with several other can be found in Table 2.1.
Knowledge-Based Classification:
As mentioned earlier, image segmentation was not the only new
technique reinvestigated after the discovery of classification problems
associated with high resolution data. Knowledge-Based systems, which
take cues from machine learning and artificial intelligence systems,
were also used for image analysis. A commonly used technique is
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). "A neural network reaches a solution
not by using a step-by-step algorithm or a complex logical program, but
in a non-algorithmic, unstructured fashion based on the adjustment of
the weights connecting neurons in the network (Rao and Rao, 1993).
Neural networks have been used to classify various types of remote
sensor data and have in certain instances produced superior results
when compared to that of traditional statistical methods" (Jensen,
2001, pg 21). When using neural network systems "the program allows
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Table 2.1 : Comparison of Object Oriented and Image Segmentation Programs
Segmentation eCognition Data Decision Tool CAESAR 3.1 infoPACK Image Minimum SPRING 4.0
Program Segmentation (for =ntropy
Erdas Imagine) Approach
Developer Definiens INCITE, Stirling N.A. Software InfoSar. Ltd. USDA Forest University of Brazilian
Imaging University Ltd. Service, Remote Bonn, inst, National
GmbH Sensing of Computer Institute
Applications Center Science for Space
Research
Algorithm Region Super-paramagnetic Simulated Simulated Region Growing Triangulation Region
Growing clustering annealing annealing Growing/
Watershed
Field of Remote Image analysis, Remote Sensing, Remote Remote Sensing Polygonization Remote
Application Sensing statistical physics esp, Radar data Sensing esp, of noisy imagery Sensing
Radar data
State of 11/2002 10/2002 9/1998 3/2003 2/2002 /2002 8/2003
Development
Operating Win Win. Linux, Unix, SGI Linux, Solaris Linux, Win Win Linux Win, Unix
System
System Stand-Alone N/A (maybe matlab) Stand-Alone Stand-Alone Erdas Imagine Stand-Alone Stand-Alone
Environment
Use of External Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Data
Availability Commercial ommercial Out of Commercial Freeware On request Freeware
Distribution
Cost 14,OOOE N/a resp. free (non- 8.300E/ Free Free
9,0006 non- profit) 5.800E
profit 2,9005
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the analyst to identify in common terms
Input Layer Neuron Connection
the "primitive" land use attributes found within the polygon he or she
has on the screen. The ANN then analyzes the input attributes with the
expert knowledge stored in the ANN library of attributes, and suggests
to the analyst the most logical label for the polygon (Jensen, 2001, pg
Output Layers 21)
Feature Extraction Software:
Combining Image Classification with Knowledge Based Systems
In Meinel and Neubert's comparison of image segmentation programs
The diagram above shows the processing involved they mentioned that "among the segmentation software there is
with nueral netorks. a growing number of feature extraction programs. In contrast [to
traditional image segmentation] programs they do not factionalize
the whole image but rather select specific objects from the imagery
(Meinel, 2004, pg 1). These programs tend to use a combination of
object segmentation and neural network technology. Classification set-
up is similar to pixel-based methods in delineating training sites. Also,
knowledge-based criteria such as whether the feature you are looking
for is long and narrow (like roads) or small and boxy (like buildings)
can be specified. Like other segmentation programs a minimum
segmentation size can be selected. The program analyzes the training
set and creates distinct segments based on the training data and the
knowledge so entered. The results of this first pass can be corrected
and added back into the system as knowledge the data than can
be reclassified. After several correction iterations the software has
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essentially been taught how to classify the data. Feature Extraction
programs help to minimize data processing needs found in traditional
segmentation programs.
Software Chosen for Study:
The analysis of new classification algorithms available and the
software used to employ them helped to determine the software to be
used for this study. The evaluation of software led to three possible
choices: eCognition, Feature Analyst, and Spring 4.0. Four criteria
were established to determine how useful these products might be for
planning agencies interested in creating impervious surface layers.
These measures were: performance of the tool, cost, ease of use,
ability to integrate with commonly used GIS systems. A chart showing
these measures is provided in Table 2.2. 2Although eCognition is seen
as a leader in the industry it was not chosen because of its high costs
and relatively high learning curve. Spring 4.0 is the cheapest software
product analyzed, however it was hard to use and did not integrate well
with other GIS systems. Visual Learning Systems, Feature Analyst,
surfaced as the leader because of its reasonable price, ease of use,
and ability to integrate with standard GIS software systems.
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Table 2.2: Software Comparison Chart Used to Choose Software for Study
Featurennivet
Fair 1,000 Easy Nell
eCognition Well 000 (non- Fair Fair / Well
profit pricea)
Spring 4.0 Fair/Well Free Difficult Poor
Table 2.2 shows the criteria used to determine the software used for the classifica-
tion in this study. The feature analyst software was choosen.
The potential uses of high resolution imagery have been furthered
by new classification techniques, such as, image segmentation and
knowledge-based algorithms. Continued use of these techniques and
developments in the software will expand the possible applications for
high-resolution imagery.
Chapter 2 : End Notes
I Developments of in fuzzy logic algorithms and pixel division
approaches are examples of some techniques created to help refine
pixel-based classification.
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9 While Feature Analyst's advantage is its ease of use, this can also
be looked upon as its biggest disadvantage. This is because it is
often unclear as to when you are employing certain techniques or
algorithms. For example the program allows you to specify that you are
looking for long narrow features (essentially roads). This module does
a great job at finding roads, but it is a mystery as to what algorithms
or techniques are being used to determine this feature. The software
documentation provides little help in explaining what techniques are
being employed and why. Feature Analyst, might seem limiting for the
savvy user, while friendly for those not as familiar with remote sensing
technology.
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Chapter 3
Stormwater Management, Impervious Surfaces, and
Environmental Indicators
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the availability of high resolution land
surface data, and developments in classification technologies,
have increased the possibilities for using satellite imagery in town
planning. One use, that is beneficial for stormwater management, is
the identification of impervious surfaces. Stormwater management
has become an important issue on the planning agendas of
many small towns. This is due in large part to the Environmental
Protection Agency's Phase 11 stormwater permit rules, which require
communities under 100,000 in population to both understand their
current stormwater situation and to plan for future stormwater runoff
management. An analysis of the quantity of impervious coverage, in
these small towns, is generally useful in helping planners determine
ways to mitigate negative effects of stormwater run-off.
Provided and Indicator of a Communities Environmental
Condition:
Expanding suburban communities can benefit from measurements
of impervious surfaces, because the amount of these surfaces is
an important indicator of a community's environmental condition.
"Impervious surfaces can be generally defined as any natural or
anthropogenic source that prevents the infiltration of water into the
soil, thereby changing the flow dynamics, sedimentation load, and
pollution profile of storm water runoff' (Tilley, 2002-2003), pg2. Quantity
of impervious coverage has been found to have a direct relationship to
stream health. This is because impervious cover increases stormwater
run-off, which erodes stream beds and carries surface pollutants that
degrade water quality. The degradation of the stream's water quality,
in turn, has an effect on watershed biodiversity because polluted
water often means decreases in fish and insect counts. According to
Schueler (2000) "Stream degradation occurs at relatively low levels
of imperviousness (>10%)" (Schueler et al., 2000) pg 2 This fact
illustrates that even small amounts of impervious cover can have an
effect on the overall system. It is therefore, important to measure the
area of these these surfaces, even in small communities.
Measuring impervious cover started to be more important for
planning as the negative effects associated with stormwater run-
off rose to the attention of water quality analysts and regulators.
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Initially, understanding impervious cover was only important for large
communities and industrial developments - because the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) requirements
targeted these types of polluters. To meet permitting standards and
model proper stormwater conveyance systems, communities would
model run-off measurements based on impervious cover, to determine
storm loads. The recent Phase 11 NPDES permitting has brought the
need to understand and quantify impervious surfaces to the attention of
smaller communities, as they attempt to characterize their stormwater
run-off. To understand the development of regulations and how these
regulations became a catalyst for better stormwater management, a
brief description of stormwater regulations will be provided along with
an explanation of impervious cover measurements.
Understanding Stormwater Regulations: A Brief History
Post war development in the United States dramatically increased the
quantity of impervious surfaces, and thereby, heightened levels of run-
off. Stormwater run-off in these developments was largely perceived as
a public health concern, and the management goal was to direct and
remove run-off as fast as possible from the site. According to Arnold
and Gibbons (1996) "The principle concern about runoff has always
been safety, with focus on directing and draining water runoff of paved
surfaces as quickly and efficiently as possible. Once off the road and
out of sight, stormwater has been largely out of mind - downstream
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consequences be damned or dammed." These early perceptions
had severe implications for the nation's rivers and streams, as the
increased levels of runoff carried pollutants and continually eroded
stream beds.
Stormwater was not the only pollutant affecting the nation's
waterways, as source pollutants from industry and sanitary sewers
were also causing severe environmental conditions. The Burning of
the Cuyahoga River, between Akron and Cleveland, in 1969 brought
national attention to the problems of the nation's waterways.1 The
national attention eventually lead to the Federal Clean Waters Act of
1972 (Public Law 92-500). The basic premise off the Clean Waters
Act was to "prohibit the discharge of any pollutant to waters of the
United States from a point source unless the discharge is authorized
by a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit. The NPDES program is designed to track point sources and
requires the implementation of the controls necessary to minimize the
discharge of pollutants"(EPA, 2000). The Clean Waters Act and the
amendments in 1977 and in 1983 "imposed regulations which by the
mid-1980s resulted in significant reductions of point source pollution.
Consequently non-point source (NPS) pollution emerged as the major
cause of water quality impairment of receiving waters" (Tsihrintizis,
1997)pg 137. The realization that source pollutants were not the
only significant contaminant contributing to the adverse conditions
in streams caused the EPA to establish the National Urban Run-off
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Program (NURP). (Dodson, 1999)
National Urban Run-off Program : NURP
When the Clean Waters Act was established in 1972, it was clear that
stormwater did contribute pollution to the nation's waterways, but it was
not until the mid 1970's when research showed that it contributed "as
much as half of the total pollutant loading discharged to the nation's
surface water from all sources" (Smullen, 1999). While it became
evident that stormwater run-off was contributing to impairment of the
nation's waterways, research had not yet established the nature,
severity, cause, and effects of that runoff. Therefore, as part of the
1977 amendment to the Clean Waters Act, the National Urban Run-off
Program (NURP) was established to study the effects stormwater run-
off was having on the nation's streams. The establishment of NURP
and its findings changed perceptions of stormwater runoff - it was no
longer a public safety concerns, but rather, a source for pollution and
degradation of the landscape.
Clean Waters Act and Multi-phased NPDES Permitting:
The biggest result of the NURP program was the establishment of
the EPA's multi-phased National Stormwater Management Program,
which was part of the 1987 reauthorization of the Clean Waters Act
(often referred to as the Water Quality Act of 1987). This new multi-
phased NPDES permitting program was re-envisioned to insure
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that stormwater controls were put in place. Phase I of the program
was meant to target the largest source of river contaminants as it
required permits for industry (this includes construction activity), large
and medium municipal separate sewer systems (MS4's), and other
major polluters identified by the EPA. 2 Phase II of the program has
just begun implementation (2003) and is meant to regulate "smaller"
sources of pollutants. This Phase affects small municipal separate
storm water systems within Census delineated Urbanized Areas (with
certain minor exceptions).3 It also regulates other small systems that
the EPA has deemed necessary. Phase 11 also requires permits for
industrial and construction activities, but now required permits for
much smaller constructions sites, including those of 1 and 5 acres of
land. In order to understand the differences between the two phase of
the NPDES permit, a chart outlining the characteristics of both can be
found in Figure 1.
Phase 11 rules and regulations were completed in December of 1999,
and regulated areas had to come into compliance or submit a notice
of intent (NOI) for compliance by 2003. For many small towns this
was the first time that they had to understand their stormwater in a
comprehensive way. This is because stormwater in these towns is
often regulated on a site by site basis. Some small towns learned
of the regulation when they found out they had to comply, as of the
2000 Census, as changes in urban growth marked them as Urbanized
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Medium and Large MS4s (122.26(d)) Category (x) Construction Ton Categories of Industrial
Activity (6+ Acms)* Activity (Categories (l-(Ix),(xi))*
Storm Water Management Program:
- Public education and outreach CGP: MSGP:
- Pubic participation efforts - Storm Water Polution - SWPPP
- ilicit discharge detection and elimination program Prevention Plan (SWPPP) - Site evaluationR 7T n - Construction and post-construction runoff control - Site description -Description of appropriate
program for all construction activity (no size threshold) - Description of BMPs for storm water management
- BMPs to reduce pollutants from industrial, commercial, erosion and sediment, post- BMPs
and residential areas construction storm water - Self-evaluation, monitoring,
management, and other and reporting
- Track/oversee industrial facilities regulated under the controls
NPDES storm water program - Self-evaluation and reporting - If discharging into a medium or
- Conduct analytical and visual monitoring of MS4 large MS4. notify the MS4
discharges operator
- Submit periodic program assessment reports -c4gy 4 4 o ow caoges of
-aiomner a em sociat~ wh -Teworway exdus ftom pennybnp
#WU8*%FastY .- Tmporw-yexclae induerl awey Operated by a muncas.ty offom pwbth cpgatory w censouchun <100000, excep fArpower ptes. atpos.
aiWty opmWed by a muk aity of an unconfrofd sanWy anaf (STEA
100,000(STEA morataan matorum)
Regulated Small MS4s ( 122.34 outlined here, but may Small Construction Activity Industrial Activity Operated by
choose permit coverage under S 122.26(d) instead) (<1 and <5 Acres) a Municipality of <100,000*
0 Storm Water Management Program: Expected to be similar to Same requirements as for Ten
- Public education and outreach Category (x) Construction Categories of Industrial Activity
- Public participation efforts Activity requirements above above
- Illicit discharge detection and elimination program
__ s - Construction runoff control program for construction
M Efa - activity disturbing 1 acre or greater Category (x) Construction
- Post-construction runoff control program for Activity Operated by a
construction activity disturbing 1 acre or greater Municipality of < 100,000
- Good housekeeping/pollution prevention for municipal
operations Same requiements as for
Category (x) Construction
Conduct assessment of identified BMPs and measurable Activity above
goals for each minimum control measure -0 a
ASubmit annual program assessment reports requoirm seny abov
This chart was taken from EPA's Phase 1- compliance guide.
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Areas. According to the stormwater manager in Billerica, many
small communities did not feel that they should have to come into
compliance, as stormwater had yet to arise as a concern for their
community's environmental health. 4 While these communities saw
this mandate as unnecessary, it appears they might benefit the most
from the regulation. Communities can mitigate possible future effects
of run-off if they have a clear understanding of current stormwater
issues. Tackling stormwater management issues before they become a
problem is the best way to mitigate the negative effects of growth.
Under both phases of the NPDES permitting program, regulated
municipalities and industries are required to create a Stormwater
Management Program that includes:
L Public Education and Outreach
- Public Participation Efforts
Illicit discharge detection and elimination program
Construction runoff control program for construction
Post - construction runoff control program for
construction activity disturbing 1 acre or greater.
Good house keeping/ pollution prevention for municipal
operations.
The public education, outreach, and participation component of the
second iteration of the NPDES permit (Water Quality Act of 1987)
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illustrates the EPA's recognition that community centered partnerships
can help to insure compliance to environmental regulations.
Watershed Based Stormwater Management:
Understanding the importance of community partnerships, the EPA
started to encourage, but not mandate, a Watershed based approach
to stormwater management. The EPA states that the "watershed
approach is a coordinating framework for environmental management
that focuses public and private sector efforts to address the highest
priority problems within hydrologically-defined geographic areas,
taking into consideration both ground and surface water flow" (EPA,
2005). -According to Rhoads and others (1999), the EPA's support
of this integrated approach to stormwater management was initiated
because of reaction against command and control regulations, and the
acknowledgement that community centered planning tends to have
lasting effects on regional environmental stewardship (Rhoads, 1999).
The Watershed approach to stormwater planning is meant to eliminate
the "out-of-site out-of-mind mentality", where communities upstream
create water quality problems for those down stream. It is also meant
to create an awareness that communities along a watershed are part
of a larger ecosystem, and that partnership in maintaining a healthy
environment will benefit everyone in that system.
Measuring Impervious Surfaces:
Even if a community decides not to use a watershed approach for
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managing stormwater, the approach establishes unique measurement
and planning techniques that could be adopted by a single town
or community.6 One of the major components of the approach is
to determine current stream quality and, create potential planning
methods to avoid, mitigate, or maintain stream impairment levels. The
process essentially involves taking a baseline measurement of the
Watershed's environmental health, predicting potential future outcomes
for stream quality, and establishing a coordinated effort to reduce and
mitigate areas of environmental concern. The watershed modal could
be applied to town planning, the methods involved would provide towns
with a way to understand and manage their environments.
Measuring impervious surfaces is one of the major components of the
watershed approach, as impervious cover has been found to have a
direct relationship to stream quality. By quantifying impervious cover,
an environmental baseline for a watersheds health can be established.
The Center for Watershed Protection's handbook categorizes streams
into three quality regimes determined by an impervious cover indicator.
These include sensitive streams with low levels of impervious
cover (below 10%) and good overall quality, impacted streams with
impervious cover from 10-20%, and a stream channel that may
becoming unstable, but has fair to good water quality and biodiversity.
Non-supporting streams are also categorized and these have
impervious cover of 40-65%, poor to good biodiversity, and poor water
quality.7 These stream quality measurements based on impervious
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surface levels are also provided as a chart in Table 3.1. When using
these measurements impervious cover acts as an indicator for stream
and watershed health. However, there is potential in using the same
type of measurement to determine a community's environmental
health.
Impervious surfaces act as good indicator of the environmental
condition of a community because they are measurable. It should be
noted that, while impervious surfaces provide a good estimate of a
Table 3.1: Environmental Conditions of Streams Based on Impervious Cover
Sensitive Stream <= 10% Stable Excellent Excellent
Impacted Stream 10-20% Unstable Fair to Good Good
Non-Supporting 40-65% May be non- Poor to No Poor
Streams xistent (cement
I I ~hannels) IIITable 3.1: Note that the higher the percentage of impervious surfaces around the
streams the poorer the quality. This table was created by gathering information
provided in the Center for Watersheds Rapid Watershed Handbook. (Center for
Watershed Protection., 1998)
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community's environmental health, by themselves, best results should
be used in conjunction with other types of environmental indicators.
This combination of measurements creates an overall assessment of
the community's environment. Other indicators may include proximity
or amount of open space, street design and layout, vegetation cover,
soil erosion, and air quality (Seattle, 1998). 8 Several indicators need
to be analyzed in tandem, as there are multiple types of conditions that
effect a communities overall environmental condition.
Measurement Methods :
Considering that the amount of impervious cover is an important
overall indicator for the environmental heath, it is important that
the measurement be accurate. However, according to Sutherland
"comparatively little attention has been paid to standardizing
techniques for measuring existing impervious cover, or forecasting
future impervious cover" (Center for Watershed Protection. et al.,
1998). Given that limitation, the handbook specifies four main ways to
measure impervious cover, which are, direct measurement, land use
estimates, road density, and population. Other research has studied
the possibility of using estimates based on correlations between
parcels and zoning. (Prisloe, 2000) Impervious estimates based on
zoning and population has also been researched. (Arnold Jr, 1996)
Each method appears to have its caveats and direct measurement is
considered to be ideal.
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Direct measurement usually comes in the form of planimetrics,
however these layers tend to be expensive and their creation is
somewhat labor intensive. This is because planimetrics are created by
using aerial photography to trace, digitally, all pervious and impervious
features in the landscape.9 For many small communities the cost
involved with this type of measurement makes it unobtainable. There
are other forms of direct measurement, which include interpreting
existing GIS layers. In this case, road, sidewalk, and driveway vector
layers are buffered, based on an average width for these features
types. This creates a polygon layer where the area of impervious
surfaces can be measured. It should be noted that this form of
measurement still requires the initial labor of creating the vector layers
representing the impervious features. Therefore, this method is only
more cost effective than the planimetrics, if the vector layers have
already been created for other purposes. Direct measurement might
be more obtainable if the process is performed for a watershed or
regional area, as the costs could be shared.
Estimating impervious cover based on land use appears to be the
most cost effective method, however, its results are variable and do not
truly reflect the correct amounts or impervious cover in some areas.
These measurements are created by taking land use data (residential,
open space, industrial, etc.) and multiplying the area associated
with each land use by a fraction that represents the percentage of
impervious cover. Even with their variable measures, land use based
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estimates have become a standard for measuring impervious surfaces.
For example, civil engineers have used these estimates to design
stormwater pipes based on possible run-off flows. The wide-spread
use of this type of measurement is due to the availability of land-use
data, traditionally made from interpretation of ortho-photography and
LANDSAT satellite imagery.
Measurements of impervious cover that come from estimates based
on road density, population estimates, correlations between parcel and
land use, and zoning estimates are variable. This variability makes
them suitable for different purposes. Measurements acquired from
road densities appeared to be an accurate estimate, but according
to the Center for Watershed Protection, only limited research has
been performed using this method. The accuracy, therefore, has not
been proven and use of this method could potentially provide variable
results. Population methods produce inconsistent results in areas
where there is high impervious cover and low population densities.
These estimates rely heavily on correct population counts, and
therefore, will only be as good as the population numbers provided.
Even though the use of population estimates can be enhanced by land
use information, the estimates seem to be more useful for forecasting
future impervious levels (Center for Watershed Protection. et al.,
1998). Zoning estimates are variable well, this is because zoning
variances are frequently made, and there tends to be a lag time in the
incorporation of these variances into GIS zoning layers. Impervious
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estimates based on a correlation between land use and parcel size
have been used with varying results. (Prisloe, 2000) This type of
estimate has been used in towns that have been experimenting with
stormwater management fees. (Arnold Jr, 1996)
Suburban and rural areas that measure impervious surfaces during
their growth have the opportunity to decrease the environmental
impacts of development. According to Arnold, although impervious
surfaces do not generate pollution their impact lies in the fact that "they
1) are a critical contributor to the hydrologic changes that degrade
waterways, 2) are a major component of the intensive land-uses that
do generate pollution, 3) prevent natural pollutant processing in the
soil by preventing percolation, and 4) Serve as an efficient conveyance
system transporting pollutants into the waterways" (Arnold Jr, 1996).
pg 247 It should be added that while impervious surfaces have an
adverse effect on the physical environment, they also have a negative
effect on the overall visual appearance of a community. These impacts
can be mitigated by looking at techniques to manage the amount
of impervious cover created during a town's development. Planning
regulations are the main way that the effects of impervious surfaces
can be mitigated. Towns might limit development to clusters, which
has been found to reduce overall impervious surfaces.(Arnold Jr,
1996) They might also install limits on impervious surfaces through
zoning regulations. Tax credits might be provided to land owners who
install Best Management Practices. Measuring impervious surfaces
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allows communities to assess the current development impacts and
model potential future outcomes. These forecasts can then be used to
examine ways to abate the effects of impervious cover.
Planning techniques can be employed to help mitigate the amount of
impervious cover a community incurs. These techniques can be in the
form of town or watershed regulations, as well as, the encouragement
of better site design. Some suggestions for regulations include:
1. Land-use regulations than can limit impervious
surfaces.
2. Watershed level zoning to limit impervious cover. This
could include cluster development which is thought
be a good way to mitigate overall areas of impervious
cover.
3. Zoning
4. Tax based incentives for reduced impervious cover.
5. Use of better site design through the encouragement
of Best Management Practices (BMPs), such as
creating parking that makes use of vegetated swales
or porous pavements.
According to Arnold and Gibbons, one of the benefits of reducing
impervious surfaces through planning and design is that "it can save
money. Savings to both the private and public sectors in reduced
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construction and infrastructure costs can be considerable." (Arnold
Jr, 1996) 258 The alternative to these techniques is the use of large
engineered structures to capture and collect stormwater before
it enters nearby waterways. These structures are usually visually
unattractive and tend to reduce stream flow. More importantly if
planning and design techniques are not implemented, the potential for
further adverse effects from stormwater run-off will continue.
Chapter 3 : End Notes
1 It should be noted that the Cuyahoga River caught fire several times
earlier however the magnitude of the fire, and the national media
attention it was given, highlighted the problem in 1969.
2 A large MS4 is one that serves and urban population of greater than
250,000. A medium MS4 is one that serves an urban population of
100,000 to 250,000.
3 Small municipalities are those having a population of under
100,000. Urbanized Areas refers to the census definition. According
to the Census For Census 2000, the Census Bureau classifies as
"urban" all territory, population, and housing units located within an
urbanized area (UA) or an urban cluster (UC). It delineates UA and UC
boundaries to encompass densely settled territory, which consists of:
1) core census block groups or blocks that have a population density
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of at least 1,000 people per square mile and 2) surrounding census
blocks that have an overall density of at least 500 people per square
mile. In addition, under certain conditions, less densely settled territory
may be part of each UA or UC. (Census, 2000)
4 Based on an phone interview with Paul Starratt, the stormwater
manager for Billerica.
5 The premise behind the EPA's watershed approach to planning was
established in their document "Watershed protection: A Project Focus".
This document identified the need to manage the environment based
on geographic locations that are linked through a watershed, integrate
available authorities to deal with the pollution sources, involve all
affected authorities in analyzing and creating solutions, and measuring
the effectiveness of strategies against clearly established objectives.
6 However, it should be noted that the costs associated with the
measurement techniques of the plan might be more manageable
if shared by a regional group rather than a single small to mid-size
community.
7 The Center for Watershed Protection mentions that there are some
caveats to these measurements including scale, reference condition,
statistical variability, forms of measurement, and regional adaptability.
8 Note that Sustainable Seattle used these indicators to measure
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environmental health in their community.
9 It appears that several Virginia municipalities including the counties
of Chesterfield, Fairfax, James City, Henrico, Albermarle, Roanoke and
the cities of Fairfax, Arlington, and Lexington have initiated watershed
studies or programs. These studies used direct measurement. It would
be interesting to talk with them to find out if the satellite imagery would
have been more useful for their purposes.
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Chapter 4
Site Selection and Data Acquisition
Site Selection:
Suburban communities are particularly well suited for land-use
classification using satellite imagery. This is because of the nature
of their built environment, their need to create GIS data layers, and
the need to monitor their rapid growth. The suburban landscape
is perfect for classification as its built environment tends to cause
fewer classification issues. For example, tall building shadows
and highly reflective surfaces that cause classification problems in
highly urbanized areas do not exist in many small towns. Suburban
communities also tend to have fewer resources for creating
Geographic Information System (GIS) data. Satellite classification may
help them create these layers, by providing a relatively cost effective
resource for automating map production. Finally many suburban
communities are experiencing explosive growth, which often means
sharp increases in impervious coverage. Suburban communities
stand to benefit from automated classification techniques, which allow
them to regularly record and quantify their community's changing
environmental conditions. Suburban communities have therefore been
identified for the focus of this study.
In order to evaluate the capabilities of impervious land classification
techniques in suburban areas classification of impervious surfaces
will be performed in Billerica, MA, a stable suburban community, and
Boxborough, MA, a rural/suburban town experiencing recent levels
of increased growth. These two Massachusetts towns were selected
because of their status as Urbanized Areas in the 1990 and 2000
census, recent land development indicators, and proximity to Boston's
second ring transportation corridor - the 495 beltway. These criteria
were used because they help to establish growth indicators and the
need to comply with stormwater management techniques. A further
discussion of the criteria used is provided here.
Urbanized Areas:
Designation as a Census Urbanized Area was used to determine site
locations, because they highlighted growth communities that also had
to comply with new stormwater management regulations. According
to the Census Bureau urbanized areas are made up "of core census
block groups or blocks that have a population density of at least 1,000
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Table 4.1 : Measure Used for Selectina Site
Census Defined Urbanized Area 1990 and 2000 Eastern Massachusetts
Stable
Community
11.35%
%JulIRAIUI 1 4 IVillw*
North; also has link to
Boston on Route 3
Boxborough, 2000 495 runs though town,
MA - 55.51% with a major junction
Developing at Route 111
Community
Table 4.1 shows the criteria used to select towns for the study.
people per square mile and surrounding census blocks that have an
overall density of at least 500 people per square mile" (Census Bureau,
2000). Many communities became Urbanized Areas for the first time in
the 2000 census. This new designation means that these communities
have experienced development growth from 1990 to 2000. Being
identified as an Urbanized Area not only establishes that a community
was experiencing growth, it also means that they would have to
comply with the EPAs Phase il stormwater requirements. Many small
communities, like Boxborough, first became aware of this regulation
after they were designated an Urbanized Area in the 2000 Census.
This regulation brought issues surrounding stormwater to the front of
many small town planning agenda. Categorization as an urbanized
Orbnq .1 A- 11"0
Notice Boxborou h, MA, outlined in blue above, was not
considered an Urbanized Area in 1990, but was in 2000.
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area, therefore marks a community in need of understanding their
stormwater and a location experiencing growth.
Perceutage Increase in Developed Land 1985 1999 Eastern Massachusetts
Development Growth:
Another way to measure growth is to analyze land use changes over
time. In Massachusetts, the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
(EOEA), the Executive Office of Transportation and Construction,
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority, and several regional
planning agencies funded a project to determine Massachusetts
land use since 1971. The data created from this study provides the
ability to analyze land use change over time. A percentage increase
in developed land was derived from this data. High percentages of
developed land increases marked communities, like Boxborough,
as areas experiencing new growth. Communities that have seen low
levels, of increases in developed land, like Billerica, were marked
as stable communities. This growth indicator helped to establish
towns as stable or developing. Evaluating suburban communities
experiencing different levels of growth will be useful in understanding
the measurements provided through impervious surface calculations.
Notice Boxborough, MA, outlined in blue above, is one
of three towns alongy interstate 495 that have had thehighest percentageincrease in developable land. Proximity to Boston's second ring Transportation Corridor - The
495 Beltway:
Proximity along Boston's 495 beltway, has become a geographic
locator that identifies communities experiencing or planning for
future development. This is because soaring land prices, in the
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Boston Metropolitan region, have caused many companies and
homeowners to settle in areas farther away from Boston's center. The
transportation accessibility provided by Interstate 495, as well as,
recent commuter rail links have made communities along this corridor
ideal for new development. Increased development makes it more
important for communities to be aware of their environmental condition.
Understanding their current environmental status can help them plan
for future growth that considers the environment. The recent Phase
11 stormwater mandate has helped to keep environmental conditions,
surrounding stormwater, relevant at a time when growth could easily
cause it to be forgotten.
Selecting Boxborough:
Boxborough, MA was identified as a new growth area because of the
high percentage increase in developed land (55.51%) between 1985-
1999. This statistic, derived from land use data, actually identified
Boxborough as one among 5% of Massachusetts towns experiencing
the most growth for that time period. This growth increase caused
Boxborough to be categorized as an Urbanized Area in the 2000
census. It was this categorization that required Boxborough to file
a Phase 11 stormwater permit, a mandate they had not anticipated.
Interstate 495 also runs directly through Boxborough with a major
junction at Route 111, a spur of Route 2. The proximity to the Route
2 junction, a major transport link to Boston, is another reason that
Boxborough is experiencing new growth. Boxborough's positioning on
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these major transport routes, are likely to cause it to see continued
growth, as industries and families begin to move farther from Boston's
center in search of affordable land prices. 1
According to the Massachusetts Department of Housing and
Community Development, Boxborough, MA was incorporated in 1783
and "is a small upland community with a hill top town center retaining
well preserved Federal period houses. Much of the community retains
its period character, but the placement of the state's highways has
spurred the town's residential development." Residential growth is
not the only development on an upswing, as there also has been
new commercial and industrial expansion near the Interstate 495
junction with Rt. 111. Boxborough's recent growth trend is expected
to continue in the future. According to a build-out analysis, included
in Boxborough's most recent Master Plan (2000), if Boxborough
continues to develop at its current rate, it will see a 6% increase in
industrial development and a 5% increase in residential development.
This would make Boxborough's total developed land 58% of its total
land area. Under its current zoning rules, the build-out study suggests,
that up to 86 percent of Boxborough's total land area could eventually
be developed. In order to better compare Boxborough's current and
potential build-out Table 4.2 provides a comparison of those numbers.
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Table 4.2 : Boxborouqh's Build-out Comparison Table (Taken from Boxborough's Master Plan)
Table 4.2 : This table compares the possible build-out scenerios for Boxborough.
Selecting Billerica :
While Boxbourgh has been experiencing rapid growth Billerica, the
location of one of the first Garden Cities, has remained fairly stable
with only an 11% increase in developed land between the years of
1985-1999. Billerica's population history shows that most of its growth
occurred in the 1960 and 70's. Since that time the population has
remained fairly stable with a growth of 2.4% between 1980 and 1990
and 3.6% between 1990 and 2000. Billerica's land development is
statistically similar to other stable communities in the Boston region
- all of which have measures of growth well below the mean (<1.5
standard deviations) for those years. Even though Billerica has
experienced only moderate growth, under its current zoning it has
capacity for increased development. Billerica has been considered
an Urbanized Area in both the 1990 and 2000 census. The town's
administrators, therefore, clearly knew that it would come under
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Residential Units Industrial/Commercial Developed Land Residential % of ndustrial/ % of Total LandSquare Footage Area Total Land Area Commercial % of AreaTotal Land Area
Present 1,906 1,446,040 3,097 41% 6% 47%
10-year 2,156 3,416,040 3,855 46% 12% 58%
Build-out 2,606 4,235,127 5,748 66% 20% 86%
phase I stormwater requirements. Although Interstate 495 does not
run directly through Billerica, a junction with 495 exists roughly two
miles north on Route 3. As a major transportation route, those living
in Billerica are more likely to travel south on Route 3 to get to Boston.
Most of Billerica's commercial and retail development occurs along that
corridor.
It is clear that suburban communities along Boston's 495 Beltway are
experiencing increases in growth. However, there is question as to
whether these communities are keeping environmental quality in mind,
as the pressures of development continue to spur new construction.
Quantifying impervious surfaces in suburban growth areas will give
these communities a baseline for assessing their environmental health.
This baseline can be used to model the effects future growth has on
the environment as well as provide a tool to help manage the existing
stormwater conditions. Boxborough, a new growth community, and
Billerica, a community experiencing stable development, provide
examples of the type of communities that might benefit from an
assessment of environmental conditions.
Data Acquisition and Methods:
Once the sites were selected, data was acquired that would help
determine the relative benefits of collecting different types of data,
an important issue considering the limitations of small town budgets.
In order to determine the usefulness of different data types and
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classification methods, high-resolution satellite imagery and ortho-
photography was obtained for regions in Billerica and Boxborough,
MA. In order to mimic the tight budgets of many small towns, satellite
imagery was obtained from archive databases for Space Imaging
(producers of IKONOS) and Digital Globe (producers of the Quickbird
Satellite). Both of these companies store data taken over the life of
the satellite sensor and allow these images to be purchased at a cost
slightly reduced from areas tasked for a specific date or time. An online
data viewer allows potential buyers to determine the satellite data
available and allows for preview of image quality before purchase. 1
Obtaining Aerial Photography :
Color ortho-photography was obtained via free download from the
Massachusetts Geographic Information Systems (MASSGIS) web site.
This is an on-line data center created by MASSGIS, an office under
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Affairs. The photos were captured in "April 2001 when deciduous
trees were mostly bare and the ground was generally free of snow"
(http://www.mass.gov/mgis/colororthos2001.htm). The scale of the
photos are 1:5000 and according to MASSGIS "These medium
resolution true color images are considered the new "basemap"
for the Commonwealth by MassGIS and the Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs (EOEA). MassGIS/EOEA and the Massachusetts
Highway Department jointly funded the project." 2 Many towns who can
not afford to obtain aerial photography use these base maps to provide
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imagery for their towns.
Selecting Satellite Data for Billerica: QuickBird and IKONOS
High resolution imagery was gathered from both IKONOS and
Quickbird due to limitations in available data and because of the
possibility to compare these two data types. Billerica had a number
of data sets available however only a few of them were suitable for
classification. Much of the data available included winter and early
spring images - where snow obstructed much of the land surface.
There were a few October images; however, seasonal vegetation color
created a wild array of reflectance that would skew any classification
results. No archived images represented the ideal time for classifying
impervious surfaces - which in Massachusetts is early spring or late
fall, when the leaves are off the trees and there is no snow on the
ground. In some regions the ideal time for classifying data may only
last a couple of weeks. Because data could not be obtained during
these relatively brief periods, images were obtained from the QuickBird
sensor for late September (9-20-2004). The leaves were clearly still
on the trees during this time period. Quickbird data was preferred over
IKONOS data because of its higher resolution 2.8 for multi-spectral
and 0.6 for panchromatic. While the "leaves on" data obtained might
not be ideal for classifying impervious surfaces it is ideal for estimating
vegetation cover, another indicator of a community's environmental
health.
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Selecting Satellite Data for Boxborough: IKONOS
The Digital Globe archives only had a few images for the Town of
Boxborough and none of the available data was suitable for the study.
The majority of the data had heavy cloud cover or was during the
winter and none of the images completely covered this very small
town (10.39 square miles). However Space Imaging's IKONOS
sensor did have some available data layers for the Boxborough area.
Similar to Billerica, imagery was not available from a time period ideal
for classifying impervious surfaces, however, there was a data set
available for a similar time period as the data obtained for Billerica
- mid September (9-12-2002). This data was selected because it might
provide the ability to determine other environmental indicators along
with the ability to delineate impervious surface areas. The proximity in
time of year to the Digital Globe data obtained for Billerica would also
make it easier to compare classification issues associated with each
sensor. While the IKONOS data was not ideal because of its higher
resolution (4 meter for the multispectural data and 1 meter for the
panchromatic) its use would help determine the differences between
using IKONOS and QuickBird. It also simulates the limitations a town
might experience when looking for data sets.
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Differences between the Aerial Photography and Satellite
Imagery:
There are several differences between the aerial photography and
satellite imagery used for this study. The ortho photography has a
higher resolution and the data was captured at a more opportune time
of year, while the satellite imagery has the advantage of having multi-
spectral bands, being taken at a more recent time period, and the
potential of being useful for classifications beyond impervious cover.
The color photos have a higher resolution (.5 m2 pixels) over both
the satellite data sets. The color photos also have the advantage of
being taken at a more opportune time of year (April - during "leaves
off " no snow conditions ). On the other-hand the satellite data has
the advantage of multi-spectral bands that can be used to enhance
classification by highlighting spectral reflectance for impervious
surfaces or vegetation. One example of this multispectural advantage
is the enhanced ability to distinguish bare soil from cement. This
is because the moisture in the soil often causes a slightly different
reflectance in the Near Infrared band, thereby allowing it to be
distinguished as another class. The satellite data is also much more
current than the aerial photography. Aerial photography provided
by state agencies is often refreshed every 5 years, therefore if
local planners use this data the applicability for land classification
measurements would be relative to the last time the data was
acquired.3 While the satellite imagery acquired was not taken at an
opportune time for measuring impervious areas they were taken at a
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great time for quantifying vegetation. In some ways the down-side of
the aerial photography can be over-come through the use of satellite
imagery and vice versa. While the aerial photography was taken during
a better time of year and has a higher resolution the satellite imagery
can classify vegetation more accurately and is better for distinguishing
between land use classes.
The data acquired for this study allows for a comparison of data
types (aerial and satellite imagery) and data formats (IKONOS and
QuickBird). While the satellite data acquired for this study is not ideal
it might represent the only available data for some small communities.
It also illustrates that satellite data provides an increased ability to
quantify the vegetative ecosystem of suburban communities. With
satellite data and aerial photography becoming more prevalent a
comparison of these data types will be useful for future studies. It will
also illustrate the future potential of a resource that is becoming more
readily available.
Chapter 4: End Notes
1 Data can be purchased from Space Imaging at the following
web site http://carterraonline.spaceimaging.com/cgi-bin/Carterra/
phtml/login.phtml. Data can be purchased for Digital Globe at
www.digitalglobe.com. s
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2 This helps to understand th term medium resolution. I would have
imagined .5 to be fairly good resolution.
3 According to MASSGIS, they have just contracted with the Sanborn
Company to Fly all of Massachusetts at a price of roughly $820,000.
The interesting thing here is that satellite images allow you to look
back in time - there is an archive that essentially allows you to look for
change over time.
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Chapter 5
Image Classification
This chapter is provides an understanding of the processing
techniques used to classify remotely sensed data and the issues
involved with that classification. Classifications were performed on
ortho-phtography, satellite data, and Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) images created from satellite data. Ortho-photography
was classified to determine if processing techniques and results were
comparable to satellite imagery. Satellite data was classified with and
without the use of a NDVI images to determine if the multispectural
bands of the satellite imagery provided better classification results.
Each classification method employed unique techniques, in order to
produce the most accurate results. The techniques employed will be
described here to permit a better understanding of processing issues
associated with each data type. Overall ortho-photography and satellite
imagery without the enhancement of NDVI images were more difficult
to process as training sites had to be narrowly defined and their was
confusion between classes. Satellite classification using NDVI images
took less time as training sites did not have to be as narrowly defined.
The next chapter will go into a more detailed analysis of the results of
each data type, as field test were employed to assess the results. This
chapter is meant to illustrate the methods and issues associated with
processing techniques.
Software Classification Method:
Both ortho-photography and satellite imagery were analyzed using
a similar process for classification, however, the knowledge-base
provided with the software varied depending on the data format. The
first step of the classification process was to create training categories
and a knowledge base for those training categories, using a subset
of the image swaths provided for the study. Performing this process
on a subset of the imagery allowed for a closer inspection of the
classification, and therefore, helped to create an extremely refined
knowledge-base that was useful for classification of the whole swath.
To create the knowledge base, distinct impervious features were
identified and training sites were made for each of those features.
Knowledge-based learning, available through Feature Analyst, was
created for each training site. The knowledge provided with the
software included; what type of feature you were looking for (i.e.
roads or blocks for buildings), what bands you want to include in the
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classification, the type of search mechanism to use (this is usually
associated with your feature type), and the minimum size for the
pixels to be classified. The training sites were than classified. The
results of the classification were analyzed and correct and incorrect
classifications were marked and added to the learning knowledge-
base. The knowledge base continued to be refined in this way until the
knowledge added actually started to cause correctly classified features
to be removed from the training set. The final product was several
distinct classification layers that were than merged into one impervious
layer.
Processing the Color Ortho Photos
Land classification using ortho photography was challenging because
of the similarity in reflectance of land features, as well as the fact
that sand, still on the pavement from winter storms, is often classified
as bare soil. Classification tests preformed on aerial photography
helped to create the process used for all the imagery as the process
developed was meant to help pull out distinct classes from similar
reflectance values.
A series of tests determined that the best way to classify ortho-
photography was to make a number of smaller classes that
represented impervious surfaces, rather than, create one class that
tried to encompass all the impervious surface areas. This is because
some land features were very distinct and easy to pull from the
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Figure 5.1 Diagram of Object Oriented Classification Process Training sites (brown roofs)
Initial Classification
Knowledge Base 410 &V
Add to Knowledge Base Remove Clutter
4+ Accept Final Classification
Final Brown Roofs f
Merge with other Classification Types
Final Impervious Surface Maps
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photos while other surface features were similar to non-impervious
features. Therefore, training sites that tried to incorporate all the
features often produced large amounts of misclassified areas. This
is because of the similarity in the reflectance of surface features. An
example of this is buildings that have brown roofs - these building
look almost exactly like bare soil, and in some cases, it was hard to
distinguish the difference between the roof and soil through visual
perception. Because of this similarity when these brown roofs were
included in broad impervious cover training sites, they caused the
software to classify a lot of bare soil as well as brown roofs. In fact, the
classification typically created layers completely composed of bare and
forested soil. To avoid this result, it was found that creating extremely
distinct classification categories, and classifying each one of those
categories individually, produced better results than trying to classify
different impervious surface types as one layer.
The biggest problem associated with classification of ortho-
photography was that it had a difficult time classifying houses of
varying colors. Therefore distinct classes were made for white,
black, brown, and red roofs. Another class was created for pavement
surfaces. White roofs classification was extremely successful, as
it appeared to pick up most of the roofs clearly. This feature class
also picked up other white surfaces, like cement, which helped with
the overall classification of impervious surfaces. Black and red roof
classification did a fairly good job of identifying impervious features as
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well, while brown roofs were still problematic. Pavement and parking
lots were classified as one land type and this process did an excellent
job of picking-up areas not already classified by the roof categories,
as well as, identifying a majority of areas already determined to be
impervious. Even when brown roofs were set aside as a distinct class,
this feature was extremely hard to classify without picking up a number
of misclassified features. Using the learning tools of the Feature
Analyst software did not seem to help the situation, as in some places
the roofs did have exactly the same reflectance value as bare soil.
When Feature Analyst's learning tools were used to remove clutter,
the final classification of this distinct feature provided limited coverage
of brown roofs. This meant that a lot of roofs were not classified using
the ortho-photography. Once the distinct feature categories had been
classified and "knowledge-based learning" refined, the knowledge base
was applied to the entire image tile. The distinct features were now
classified for the whole image. These features were than merged into
a complete layer - providing a layer representing the total impervious
cover classified. 1
The problems associated with brown roofs highlights the advantage
of creating distinct features for classification. Combined classification
of all the features would have produced limited results as the clutter
tool employed to remove incorrect features might remove accurate
classifications as well. Having distinct feature categories allows the
software user to create a specific knowledge-base for each type
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of category. This knowledge-base understands the distinct clutter
associated with each category and therefore does a better job or
incorporating all the features.
Issues For Otho- Photo Classification:
As mentioned earlier, classification of ortho-photography had several
problems associated with the similarities in reflectance of pervious
and impervious features. While confusion from brown roofs caused
the largest problem, other issues impaired the Feature analyst ability
to classify surfaces. The problems included issues around water
reflectance, sand and dirt on pavement and tree branches. These
problems will be discussed briefly below.
Water Reflectance:
The ortho-photos acquired for the Concord River reflected the sun in
a way that actually made the river look brown. This brown color, which
could have been caused by sediments loads, appears in Figure 6.2.
The color of the reflectance caused it to be misclassified as cement.
An attempt was made to use the Feature Analyst's masking option to
mask out the classification of this feature. The hope was that masking
would help to mitigate confusion between the river and the other image
surfaces. However the Feature Analyst masking option did not mask
the feature correctly.2 In order to deal with the problems associated
with the river - misclassification of river features were ignored and than
deleted after the final merge of all categories had been completed.
Figure 5.2 :This Image shows brown reflectance come
from the Concord River. This reflectance caused clas-
sification problems as it was mistaken for bare soils.
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Figure 5.3 : This picture
shows teh sand on the
side of the roads.
Figure 5.4 : This picture
shows sand int the
parking lot.
Figure 5.5 : This picture
shows tree branches
cover the road. These
tree branches interfered
with the classification of
this road as an impervi-
ous surface.
Misclassified river features had to be ignored, so that they would not
be added to the knowledge-base. This was necessary because some
impervious areas had the same reflectance as that of the brown river.
Identifying the brown river as incorrect for the knowledge-base, would
have caused the features with similar reflectance to be removed from
the classification.
Sand and Dirt on Pavement:
The time period in which these photos were taken (mid-April) was just
after the winter snow had melted. During winter storms sand is applied
to the roadways to provide for safe driving. When these pictures
were taken the sand had yet to be cleared, this meant that there
were noticeable amount of sand on the roadways. This sand made
it hard to define clear edges along the highway, as the classification
process often confused these surfaces with bare soil, and therefore,
did not identify them as impervious surfaces. Figure 5.3 shows the
sand located on the road edges in Billerica. This was not only problem
for the roads, but it was also an issue for other pavement surfaces,
such as parking lots. Figure 5.4 shows a parking lot that has not been
cleared of the sand applied for winter storm safety.
Tree Branches, Bare Soils and Brown Roofs:
As mentioned previously, the reflection of the brown roofs were so
close to the bare soils it was hard to get a distinct recording of these
features and many were not classified. Although leaves were not on
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the trees the bare branches also caused problems for classifying road
surfaces, as they blocked the reflectance from road surfaces. Figure
5.5 shows a road where the tree branches obscured the capture of this
impervious surface.
Processing Satellite Imagery:
Satellite classification techniques for Billerica and Boxborough
take advantage of the multispectural nature of the satellite imagery
by employing the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
classification techniques on the images for both areas. In Billerica the
images were also classified with and without the NDVI images - to
illustrate the benefits of using the multi-spectral data. The study uses
data from two different sensors with two different resolutions so there
are unique positives and negatives for each classification area.
Pan-sharpening the Data :
Both the IKONOS and QuickBird data sets came with multispectural
data in a different resolution than the panchromatic data. In order to
take advantage of the high resolution textures in the panchromatic
data it was fused to the coarser resolution multi-spectral data. This
allowed for better visualization of the multi-spectral data as the textures
appearing in the panchromatic data sharpened the imagery. Figures
5.6 to 5.8 show the process of pan-sharpening data.This process is
usually referred to as pan-sharpening as the "pan" chromatic data
Figure 5.6 pancromatic image.
Figure 5.7 Multi-spectural image.
Figure 5.8 pan-sharpened image.
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Figures 5.9-5. 11 Theseima es show thedferences between theNormailized DifferenceVegetation Index (ND V)
an ~ otemgery 5.9- is
a monochromatic NDVIindex image created inPCI Geomatica. Thehighest values (white)
represent vegetation
and the lowest values
represent non-vegetationfeatures. Notice the
clearity of vegetatedislands in the middle
of the parking lot. 5.10is the pansha rpend
multispectural imagefor the same area 5.11is result of sharpening
Image with the NDVIimage.Notice that theimpervious surfaces
appear more clearly
sharpens the multispectural imagery. This process can be preformed
with most major image processing software systems. Feature Analyst
has a fusion tool that allows the users to sharpen the data directly in
ARCGIS. Classification of all satellite data used the pan-sharpened
data.
Classification of Satellite Data Without Use of Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI):
Classification of Quick Bird satellite imagery without the use of
NDVI was very similar to the process used for ortho-photography.
Distinct classes were made, classified individually, and merged
together. However, the results were not nearly as good as the
ortho-photography. Tree shadows were the reason for this poor
classification, as they blocked roads, parking lots and houses. While
Feature Analyst's learning tools helped to remove some shadows
it also removed a lot of valid impervious surfaces. It is important to
note, that other possible reasons for poor classification are because
multispectural techniques were not employed for the classification,
such as NDVI, and the coarser resolution of the imagery.
Classification of Satellite Data using NDVI
Using NDVI to Enhance Difference Between Classes
In the case of the Billerica study the Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) was used to help distinguish between vegetation and
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non-vegetated areas. The index is based on the observation that
vegetation has a high reflectance in the near-infrared band, while
reflectance is lower in the red band." (Tso and Mather) The index can
be used because the Quickbird imagery includes a Near Infrared band.
Quickbird provides four bands of multispectural data as follows: Band
1: blue- 0.45-0.52; Band 2: green - 0.52- 0.60; Band 3: red- 0.63 -
0.69 Band 4 : near infrared- 0.76 - 0.90. The NDVI index uses the Near
Infrared and Red bands as calculated below:
NDVI = Near Infrared Band - Red Band
Near Infrared Band + Red Band
The result of this calculation is an image that has high values for
vegetation and low values for impervious surfaces. This type of
measure is particularly useful in a study attempting to measure
impervious surfaces because it provides greater distinction between
the two-classes evaluated. The NDVI index is typically used to identify
and monitor vegetation over time, assess the length of the growing
season and dry-down periods or for land use studies (J. R. Jensen,
2000, 364). Applied to this study it greatly improved classification of
impervious surfaces.
NDVI Methods
The Feature Analyst software, used for classification, does not have
the tools to create an NDVI data from Quickbird or IKONOS data.3
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The NDVI image was therefore created in PCI Geomatica using the
Raster Calculator tool. This produced a monochromatic image with
high values as vegetation and low values as impervious surfaces. See
figure 5.9, which shows the NDVI image created. This monochromatic
image was then used to further sharpen the pan-sharpened data. This
NDVI sharpened data would help to distinguish between vegetated
and non-vegetated areas. As mentioned earlier, pan-sharpening is a
technique applied to imagery that refines and adds texture to data.
The process of pan-sharpening usually refers to the use of higher
resolution panchromatic data to enhance lower resolution multi-
spectral data. This process gives the resulting image the texture of
the high resolution panchromatic data while retaining the spectral
resolution of the lower resolution data, essentially sharpening the
visual perception of the image. Data-sharpening can also be performed
with monochromatic imagery such as the NDVI data created. In
this case fusing the NDVI data to the already pan-sharpened data
would highlight areas of impervious surfaces. Fusing the NDVI data
to the pan-sharpened data was necessary because the enhanced
visualization provided would help to make appropriate training sites
for the NDVI classification. The classification results using the NDVI
imagery was much improved over the classification using only the pan-
sharpened imagery.
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NDVI Classification:
Because NDVI image produced a clearer distinction between
impervious and pervious surfaces, the classification did not require
the distinct classification categories used by the ortho-photography.4
A test found that only a single training class was needed to extract
the impervious areas. Classification of the impervious areas was
fairly successful on the first try but a few features were missed.5
These features mainly existed along the border of other objects. This
problem might have been due to poor initial training, as the training
site produced might not have gotten close enough to the edge of the
feature. The image was therefore inspected for missed classification
areas along the border. A sample of these areas were digitized and
added back into the learning model and the model was re-run. 6 The
resulting classification had increased performance as more of the
edge areas along side the roads were delineated. There were still a
few miss-classified objects that were removed using the clutter tool
and added back into the knowledge base. 7 The resulting classification
created a few impervious surface polygons that were not contiguous
(ie. holes in the middle of the polygon). The aggregate tool was used to
close resulting gaps.
Issues with Classification Using Satellite Data:
Above image shows tree blockage and shadows form in the
NDVI imagery for Billerica.
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Tree Blockage and Shadows -
The main problem associated with classifying impervious surfaces
using satellite with and without NDVI imagery was the time of year in
which this data was collected. Both the IKONOS and QuickBird data
was acquired in mid-late September and the land coverage during
that time still had a lot of leaves on the trees. While having "leaves-
on" data is great for capturing vegetation it is not particularly useful
for acquiring impervious surface information. This is because many of
the trees block the roads and cover roof-tops. Trees also cast more
shadows when their leaves are on. These shadows also made it hard
to distinguish impervious surfaces. Shadows are often misclassified as
pavement because the spectral response is similar to asphalt. When
classifying the satellite imagery for Billerica a lot of clutter was created
by the shadows. The Feature Analyst clutter tool was employed to
remove unwanted shadow segments, and even though the program
was taught correct and incorrect pixel objects there were still problems
involved with automatically removing misclassified shadows. This was
because tree shadows come in all forms and sizes and it was hard to
create a knowledge base that removed most of the shadow cover while
also leaving valid asphalt features.
Problems associated with shadows were slightly minimized when using
the IKONOS imagery because of its coarser resolution. This is because
some shadows were not big enough to encompass a whole pixel in the
image (4 meter by 4 meter square). Therefore, the reflectance value of
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any pixel with a partial shadow would be mixed with the reflectance of
other features (most likely the tree) in the pixel. Therefore these pixels
were sometimes not classified as impervious because the software
considered them to be vegetation. While the coarser resolution of the
IKONOS data appeared to help minimize problems associated with
shadows, the coarse resolution caused problems in identifying narrow
impervious cover. Therefore using IKONOS data to minimize the
effects of shadows might not necessarily provide better results since
some smaller impervious features would be lost.
Chapter 5: End Notes
I It should be noted that Feature Analyst would have allowed me to
classify each one of these distinct classification sites all together.
However, this method was not used because it made it harder to train
the software which sites were correct or not.
2 Several attempts were made to contact Feature Analyst, in order to
determine why the masking option would not work. However, I was
never provided with a solid answer to the problem.
3 ArcGIS does have a raster calculator that might have been able to
create the NDVI data, but it was not used because the data would have
to be converted to GRID format t. Conversion of GeoTIFFs to GRIDS
can cause some resampling, which could decrease accuracy of the
Image Classification 
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overall image. To avoid resampling PCI Geomatica's raster calculator
was used. This is because PCI could perform the operation without
having to convert the data to their native format. .
4 It should be noted that classification using the detailed classification
categories of the ortho-photography was performed before it was
decided that one classification category would suffice. The results
were the same so it was decided that the time consuming nature of the
detailed classification was not needed, when using NDVI.
5 This first pass of classification involved (Learning Approach 1, with
pixel size of 5, Bull's Eye 2 filter, number of pixels is equal to 13, and
the minimum results is 20.
6 Learning Approach 1, pixel size 7, Manhattan filter with 25 pixels, and
a minimum aggregate pixel of 9.
7 Learning Approach 1, pixel size of 5, Bull's Eye 2 filter using 13
pixels, with a minimum object result of 10
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Chapter 6
Measuring Results and Analysis
Impervious surface classification methods and data format
comparisons were made in order to determine the possibility of
using satellite data to quantify impervious surfaces. This evaluation
was accomplished by comparing the results of automated
classification, using satellite data, with two traditional methods for
quantifying impervious cover (planimetrics and land use coefficient
measurements). Classification performance of different data types
(ortho-photography and satellite) was also measured, in order to
establish whether the multi-spectral nature of the satellite imagery
provided a classification advantage.
The comparison of classification methods showed that traditional
techniques for identifying impervious surfaces are still adequate
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measures for use in planning. Classification using satellite data had
comparable results to traditional methods establishing the possibility
of using this data for planning applications. Results of automated
classification using different data types, showed the advantage of using
multispectural data over ortho-photography. This finding illustrates the
future potential of multispectural imagery, if data is collected during an
optimal time of year.
While more accurate impervious cover estimates might be easily
obtained by simply acquiring data from a better time of year, the
relatively rough estimates created through classification of satellite
imagery, provide planners with the ability to analyze a community's
environmental health. The spatial analyses these maps provide also
allow planners to visually locate areas of high impervious cover and
evaluate possible effects of this cover. While imperfect, classification
of impervious surfaces from satellite imagery can be a useful planning
tool.
Measurement Process
In order to measure the performance of automated classification
techniques and the classification abilities of each data format used,
two tests were employed. Automated classification was tested by
closely analyzing sub-regions of Boxborough and Billerica. These sub-
regions, representing roughly one square mile, contained a diverse
set of land-use types, to capture variation in impervious coverage.
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Measurements of impervious cover for traditional (land-use coefficients
and planimetrics) and automated classification methods were than
quantified for each of these sub-regions. The planimetric became a
base for accuracy. Therefore, the measurement of each classification
technique was compared with that of the planimetric. This provided the
ability to measure the precision of automated classification results.
The benefits of each data format, was tested by determining why
each format was unable to identify distinct impervious areas. In order
to perform this test, sites were identified, in which, one data format
classified a location as impervious, while the other data format did not.
Once these sites were identified, a random sample of thirty-two sites
in Billerica and thirty-one sites in Boxborough, were field tested to
determine possible reasons for misclassification. Categorizing these
reasons helped to identify whether problems were associated with the
classification processes or the data format. This categorization was
than used to determine which data format did a better job of identifying
impervious surfaces.
Measurement Results:
The results of the automated classification and the data format
performance tests showed that traditional classification techniques
are still useful planning tools. The results also showed that automated
classification techniques provide useful impervious surface information
Measuring Results and Analysis 
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which can be used to help planners better manage stormwater. More
specifically these tests highlighted several important issues:
1) Land-use coefficients are still a useful planning tool for
estimating impervious cover.
2) Automated classification techniques provide a useful
resource for measuring new development, land use change,
and disturbed soil.
3)Classification of satellite data provides comparable results to
ortho-photography.
4) Satellite imagery does a better job of classifying hard to
classify features.
1) Performance of Land-use Coefficients
State environmental or geographic agencies create land-use maps of
their states. In some states these maps are created from low-resolution
satellite data (typically LANDSAT, with a 30 meter resolution). In
other states, like Massachusetts, the maps were derived from ortho-
photographs.' While land categorization using this method provides
a great regional resource, it should be noted that the data is still not
precise. Application of this data on smaller areas often highlights some
of the inaccuracies inherent to the data. These problems are usually
misclassified boundaries and misrepresentation of open space. In
spite of this problem, these maps are still an excellent resource for
understanding land use patterns within small towns and across a state
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or region.
As early as 1975, the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) created
impervious cover coefficients for different land-uses. These coefficients
provide an estimate for how much impervious surface may exist within
a particular land-use. For example, applying this coefficient to an 11
acre multifamily development would result in a estimate of 4.994 acres
of impervious surfaces. This calculation was performed by taking the
multifamily coefficient of .454 and multiplying it by the total land use
area (11 acres) giving the value of 4.994. (see Equation 6.1)
From the time of their creation, these land use coefficients have
been used to help model and manage stormwater. Engineers use
these coefficients to determine sizes for stormwater pipes and to
M = Multifamily Coefficient: .454
L = Total Land Area (Multifamily) 11 acres
I = Impervious Cover Estimate.
M* L =I
.454 * 11 acres = 4.994 acres
Equation 6.1
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measure increases in stormwater entering combined sewers. Land use
coefficients have been a useful planning tool, however, many studies
have argued that a further refinement of this tool is needed to more
accurately address stormwater planning issues.(Slonecker 1994) 3
In Billerica the estimates provided by land-use coefficients had similar
results to the planimetrics. (see Table 6.1) However, in Boxborough,
these estimates provided a measure that was nearly twice as much
as that given by the planimetrics. (see Table 6.1) These estimates
demonstrate how variable land-use coefficients are depending on
the locality, in which they are applied. These inconsistent results
have been found in other studies. For example, a study performed
in Connecticut, which compares land-use coefficients to planimetrics
calculations, found that variability in land-use estimates has a direct
relationship with population density. (Prisloe 2000) The Connecticut
study found that innate differences in population density, between
rural and suburban areas, causes variation in impervious measures
for those areas. Given that other studies have also found variation
in land-use based impervious cover estimates, it is no surprise that
Boxborough's land use estimates were much higher than the accurate
measures provided by the planimetrics.
The difference between the planimetrics and land-use coefficients
estimates in Boxborough, illustrates the need to create a more precise
way to measure impervious cover. However it does not mean that a
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Table 6.1 : Comparison of Impervious Surface Measurement Techniques
Planemtric (199 Q 2582 ~'O
Land-Use Coeffcients
(1999) 26.42% 15.60%
Ortho-Photos (2001) 24.31% 744%
Quickbird (2004) 24.20%
Tabled 6.1 shows the impervious surface measurments calculated by different im-
pervious surfaces methods. The measurements area represent the sub-regions of
Boxborough and Billerica, MA used for the study. Please note that the numbers do
not represent the impervious cover for the while town.
more accurate method would be helpful for planning purposes. This is
because the land use estimates represent the "possible" impervious
cover of land-use types, rather than, the actual impervious cover.
The over-estimation of impervious cover can be advantageous for
stormwater planning purposes, as it allows planners to understand
possible future outcomes, and to plan infrastructure based on those
future possibilities. In other words, it is better to plan stormwater
controls based on the "possible" impervious surfaces, rather than plan
for what is currently there.
Billerica's land use coefficient estimates provide a closer measure
of the actual impervious cover, because of, the character of the site
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These two pictures show how the same types of land
uses, car dealerships, can have different impervious
surface characteristics. The Billerica site car dealer-
ship is completely covered with pavement, while the
Boxborough site has some vegetation.
design. The land development in Billerica, more closely represents
the site design the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) imagined when
they created their impervious surface coefficients. The SCS created
the coefficients, understanding that different regulations would provide
for different impervious measurements depending on the region and
town it was applied. Therefore, the coefficients established were
designed for the highest "possible" development. Boxborough's more
rural character has created different development patterns, which are
illustrated by site designs with less impervious cover. This development
pattern caused Boxborough to have less of a relationship between the
land-use coefficients and the actual impervious cover. This is because
site design in Boxborough did not represent the highest possible
impervious cover, but rather included more impervious surface than the
SCS had anticipated.
A good example of how site design affects impervious surface
coefficients measures is a comparison of car dealerships in Billerica
and Boxborough. In suburban areas, like Billerica, car dealerships
tend to be larger operations which usually have dozens of cars stored
on paved parking lots. The Ford dealership, in Billerica, follows this
development pattern and has covered its entire 12.6 acres parcel
with pavement for car storage. While in Boxborough, the local car
dealership has a much smaller parcel, which has significantly less
area devoted to impervious cover. The Boxborough dealership site
is further enhanced by a flower and vegetable garden located at
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the far end of the parking area. Vegetated areas adjacent to the
building provide a visual amenity while also minimizing the amount of
impervious cover. The Ford dealership represents the "possible" land
use development, and therefore, more closely matches the impervious
cover estimates provided by SCS. The dealership in Boxborough
represents a divergent, and some might say more idealistic form of site
development, as it has less impervious cover. Because Boxborough
does not maximize the amount of impervious surface it could have
(in this case it has less) the land-use coefficients estimates do not
match the actual impervious surface measurements. This is because
the SCS calculated that this type of land use would be completely
covered by impervious surface, however, the site design included less
impervious surfaces than typical car dealerships. The example of these
two car dealerships not only illustrates why land-use coefficients are
sometimes inaccurate, but it also shows the importance of designing
sites with stormwater in mind.
Given that land-use maps are used for planning purposes, it's
important that they be kept up to date, particularly in regions that are
developing more quickly than others. However these maps are often
several years old, and in the case of this study, the land-use maps
were last updated in 1999. While old data might be suitable for stable
communities, developing areas could benefit from a more up to date
representation of land uses. Data created through automation of more
recent high resolution ortho-photography and satellite imagery could
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be used to improve these older maps. Satellite imagery could be used
for more than updating these maps, as the multispectural nature of the
imagery could also be used to create completely new land-use maps.
2) Identifying New Developments, Land Use Change, and
Disturbed Soil
Whenever a comparison of data representing two different time periods
is performed, it is likely that there may be some differences between
to the two data sets. It therefore, comes as no surprise that automated
classification of satellite data and ortho-photography provides a useful
tool for measuring land-use change over-time. However, what is
unique - is the finding that satellite imagery tends to do a better job
than ortho-photography in identifying areas of "new" development.
This is because, the multispectural nature of the data format is better
at picking up land forms seen as indicators of new development. An
analysis of the results of automated classification, as well as, the data
format performance tests, highlight satellite imagery's heightened
ability to capture areas of new development.
The results of automated classification techniques in Boxborough
illustrate the effectiveness of this technique for locating new
developments. In this case, a comparison of impervious surface
results, derived from ortho-photography and IKONOS data, initially
appeared to show very different results. Ortho-photography calculated
total impervious land as 7.44%, while the IKONOS had a much
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higher measurement of 9.52%. In trying to understand the disparity in
these numbers, it was determined that a new housing development
had been constructed between the time the ortho-photography was
taken (2001), and when the satellite imagery was captured (2002).
While traces of this new 11 acre development appeared on the ortho-
photograph, its construction had not been finalized until 2002 (the
same year the satellite data was taken).image 6.6 and 6.7 show this
development site. Notice how the development is hardley noticable
in 1999. In order to determine if the date difference was, in fact, the
cause of the different numbers, the land mass of the new development
(11 acres) was subtracted from the IKONOS impervious measure. The
results created a number much closer to the ortho-photography, (see
Table 6.2) showing that the development was, in fact, the cause of the
different impervious cover measurements. This finding demonstrates
Table 6.2: Comparison of Automated Classification In Boxborough, MA
Ortho Photography (2001) 7.44%
IKONOS (2002) 9-52%
IKONOS (classification minus 11 acres
new development) (2002) 7,79%
Table 6.2 : As mentioned in the text a 11 acres development appeared on the
IKONOS data and not on the ortho-photography. This chart shows the impervious
calculations with and without the site included. The numbers clearly show that the
new development was one of the main reasons the aerial photo and satellite calcula-
tions did not match.
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the ability of automated classification techniques for identifying land
use change, as the new development was clearly marked in the
imagery captured for a later date.
Disturbed soil is also an indicator of new development and the
data format performance test showed that NDVI imagery had an
enhanced ability to identify these areas. As described earlier, this
test located areas where one data format was able to classify an
area as impervious, but the other data format was not. The idea
behind the test was to understand why one data format might be
able to classify a location as impervious, while another format is
unable to identify that same location. Of the random sample of
misclassified sites, five locations were classified incorrectly because
they represented disturbed soil. In all cases the satellite data was able
to classify the location as disturbed soil, while the ortho-photography
was not. Difference in data capture was ruled out as a reason for
misclassification, as a visual analysis of the 2001 air photos showed
the disturbed areas. Satellite data clearly had an easier time identifying
disturbed soil.
To illustrate the advantage provided by NDVI imagery, in classifying
disturbed soil, an example of one of the disturbed sites will be used.
A site located behind an office park development provides a good
example. The images provided in Figure 6.8 illustrate this point. When
looking at this site using ortho-photography, a visual analysis was
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Figure 6.8: The above maps illustrates the problem ortho-photography has in
identifying disturbed soil. a) is a map of areas identified as impervious: the areas
classified by the satellite are red and the areas classified by the ortho-photographs
are blue. b) fused ndvi image of the same location. The NDVI image is clearly
showing this area as non-vegetated and impervious. c) shows the area classified
as impervious by the ortho-photography. d) Ortho-photography for the site; a visual
analysis of this site using ortho-photographs does not make it clear as to whether
this surface is impervious or not.
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unable to determine whether the area was bare soil or impervious
surface. The satellite imagery identified this area as impervious, while
the ortho-photography did not, furthering the confusion. Afield visit to
the site identified it as disturbed soil, as the ground surface contained
leftover construction materials, including; cement, gravel, metal waste,
and other debris. The fact that even a visual interpretation of the ortho-
photography made it hard to identify this surface shows the advantage
of using NDVI imagery to classify disturbed soil, as even a visual
interpretation of the ortho-photos were inconclusive.
The data format performance tests, not only illustrated that satellite
imagery provided an enhanced ability to determine disturbed soils,
it also highlighted misclassification problems associated with land-
use change. Out of the 63 misclassified sites field tested, in the
performance test, a total of 17 sites (26.98%) out of the 63 tested,
were misclassified because of issues having to do with land-use
change over time. This represented the second highest problem in
the performance test. (See Table 6.3 ) A comparison of time-change
misclassification by town further illustrates this point. Boxborough's
rapid development is exhibited in this comparison as its numbers were
relatively similar to Billerica's, even though, Billerica had a significantly
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Table 6.3: Results of Data Format Performance Test
Roof Color Mix / Brown Roof 28.57% 28.57%
Tree Blockage -- 20.83% 20-.3%
Disturbed Soil 7.94% .94%
Building Shadow 6.35% 8.35%
Non-Foliage Tree Cover 4.76% 1 46.7
Resolution 3.17%-i-- 3.171.%
Table 6.3 : This table shows the percentage of missclassified field tested sites by the
reason they were classified incorrectly. For example 28.7% of brown roofs were not
classified correctly by the aerial photography.
Table G.4: Percentage Fild Tested Sites Misclassified Because of Now
Developments.
Boxborouigh 18 months 47%
BHilrica 41 months 53%
Table 6.4: This table shows the time change between the aerial photography and
the satellite imagery. The number of misclassified field tested sites is also show.
The number of miscassified areas in each town is similiar but the the time change is
significantly different. The leads one to bellieve that Boxborough experienced more
development than Billerica.
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longer time change between the data formats used for classification.
(see Table 6.4) The ability to use automated classification to identify
areas of new development can help planners understand regional
development patterns.
3) Automated Classification of Satellite data and Ortho-
Photography Are Comparable to each other and to Planimetrics.
A comparison of automated classification measurements of impervious
surfaces in Billerica and Boxborough, illustrated that ortho-photography
and satellite imagery have similar classification results. (see Table
6.1) In Boxborough, the classification of ortho-photographs found
7.44% of land was impervious while the IKONOS (less the 11 acres
new development mentioned earlier) found 7.79% impervious land
Table 6.5 : Comparison of impervious Surface Measurement Techniques
Billerica %
Boxborough %
Table 6.1 * The percentage impervious cover represented by this number is the
actual cover collected minus the 11 acres new development. The table shows how
much impervious surface each data format measured. It also notes the acerage
between the two classifications.
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cover, this difference amounts to 2.26 acres. In Billerica, the difference
between the classification of ortho-photographs and the Quickbird
imagery was even smaller, with an actual land difference of .58 acres.
(see Table 6.5) The relatively small classification differences between
the satellite imagery and the ortho-photography illustrates their
comparable results.
It is important to note that while the two data formats produced similar
results, what they where able to classify was somewhat different. The
time of year in which satellite data was collected caused problems for
satellite imagery classification, while the limited spectral mix of the
ortho-photography caused classification problems for detecting subtle
feature differences. Due to data acquisition limitations, satellite data
was collected during late September. During this time when leaves are
still on the trees, tree cover blocked built structures and cast shadows
on the landscape. These blockages caused some impervious areas
to be missed during classification. Most of these "missed" areas
were local streets. In order to create a more accurate estimate of total
impervious cover, a streets layer was merged to the impervious cover
results. However, some impervious areas were still missed where trees
covered building structures, paths, and parking lots.
Unlike satellite imagery, ortho-photography was collected during early
spring, when trees are leafless, there is no snow on the ground, and
vegetation is beginning to grow on the ground surface. This is an ideal
time, because leaf-cover does not block built features. Having "leaves-
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off" conditions, therefore, helps to identify impervious features that
might otherwise have not been found. While the "leaves-off' conditions
helped to classify features not found in the satellite imagery, the ortho-
photography still had some problems classifying impervious areas.
Most of these missed areas were features covered by tree branches,
sand on pavement, or areas that looked similar to bare soil. Tree
branches and sand caused most of the problems associated with
classifying roads. Similar to the satellite imagery, a roads layer was
merged to the impervious layer to create a more comprehensive cover
of the impervious features. While this helped, other areas still had
classification problems. These problem areas included features such
as roofs with mixed colors, brown roofs, disturbed soil, and building
shadows.
4) The Multi-spectral nature of satellite imagery does a better
job at classifying features that are hard to classify in ortho-
photographs.
Automated classification was performed using ortho-photography and
satellite data, in order to determine whether the multispectural nature
of satellite data would provide better classification results, than more
readily available data. The data format test, employed to show the
usefulness of each data type, illustrated that the multi-spectral nature
of the satellite data does do a better job of classifying areas that ortho-
photography could not. The test illustrated that the multispectural
nature of satellite imagery helps to classify features that are not easy
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to classify in non-spectral data formats.
The data format performance test (which were performed to
understand why features were classified in one format and not another)
clearly showed that ortho-photography had problems identifying
mixed roof colors, brown roofs and disturbed soil satellite imagery
was successful at classifying these features. Ortho-photography
had a particularly hard time classifying mixed color and brown roofs,
while the satellite imagery had a perfect success rate for this type of
feature. Ortho-photography's problem with classifying these roofs is
further evidenced by the fact that 28.57%, of all the sites tested, were
misclassified because of this problem. (See Table 6.6) As mentioned
earlier satellite imagery was also better at detecting disturbed soil. The
Table 6.6: Results of Data Format Performance Test
RoofColr Mi / row Roo 2R57%28,57%
TreeBlocage20 A3% 20-63%
Distubed oni -94%7-94%
Building Shadow 635%_ 6,35%
Non-Foliage Tree Cover 4,76% _4,76%
Resolution _3-17% _17%
Table 6.6: This table shows the percentage of missclassified field tested sites by
the reason they were classified incorrectly. For example 28.7% of brown roofs
were not classified correctly by the aerial photography.
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test performed demonstrated that disturbed soil was always classified
correctly in the satellite imagery, and never by the ortho-photography.
The fact that satellite imagery does a better job at classifying roofs and
disturbed soils illustrates its advantage over ortho-photography.
The satellite imagery also appeared to do a better job of classifying
areas where non-foliated trees and building shadows covered
impervious areas. Identification of these areas covered by non-foliated
trees were not always detected by ortho-photography, while satellite
imagery detected these features more often. (see Table 6.6) This has
to do with the multi-spectral nature of the imagery. In this example,
the near infrared band, which helps in distinguishing vegetation, did
not sense vegetation in the tree branches, as there were no leaves.
This caused the sensor to record this area as non-vegetated, and
thereby impervious. Ortho-photography does not have a near infrared
band, and therefore, is unable to distinguish this subtlety. In ortho-
photo classification the software simply looks at the colors of the
branches and determines which training site these branches best fit
into. Because, in some areas, these branches look similar to bare soil
and forested areas they are not classified as impervious surfaces.
It is important to note, that more samples are needed in order to
clearly determine that satellite imagery does, in fact, do a better job at
classifying impervious areas covered by non-foliating trees, as there
were limited samples for this misclassification type. However, these
initial results showed that the multispectural nature of the satellite
imagery assisted with this classification.
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This series of images shows how the NDVI imagery picks-up shadows better
thanthe ortho-photography. a) shows the ortho photo with the building casting
a shadow in the middle. b) the blue area in this image represents impervious
area classified by the ortho-photography. c) the red area in this image shows
classification of the satellite imagery. d) In this image the satellite imagery
classification is underneath the ortho-photograph. This representation high-
lights the problem area caused by the building shadow.
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Analysis of the misclassified areas appeared to illustrate that satellite
imagery also did a better job of identifying impervious areas that
were hidden by building shadows. Similar to the issue with non-
foliating trees, the multispectural nature of satellite imagery, is likely,
the cause of this result. The NDVI data used for the classification
creates an index between vegetated and non-vegetated areas. In this
example, rather than picking up the color of the shadow, as the ortho-
photography would, it classifies based on the knowledge that the area
does not contain vegetation.
Misclassification associated with the season in which the satellite
data was captured highlighted the advantage of classifying data at
an optimal time of year. When looking at the sample of misclassified
areas, where satellite imagery was unable to identify the impervious
features, two main types of classification problems occurred. These
included tree blockage and problems associated with resolution. (see
Table 6.6) Tree blockage (20.63%) is a much bigger problem than
resolution issues (3.63%). The fact that ortho-photography was able
to pick up more features because of resolution is not a surprise, as its
higher resolution allows it to pick up narrower features. The problem
caused by "leaves-on" tree cover is clearly as seasonal problem. Had
data been acquired for a better time of year issues associated with tree
cover might have been minimized.
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Chapter 6 : End Notes
1 http://www.mass.gov/mgis/lus.htm In Massachusetts the land use
maps were derived from 1:25,000 ortho-photography. Different regions
have been updated at different time periods. State-wide layers were
developed for 1971 to 1985 and 1985 to 1999.
2 It is important to note that the land-use maps used for this study
showed current land-uses. The land-uses were not derived from the
town master plan, as these often represent visions for future instead of
the actual development.
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Conclusions
Using Impervious Surface Data Created Through
Satellite Imagery
While not perfect, automated classification of satellite imagery and
aerial photography provide similar results to the measurements
provided by planimetrics. While the results are not as accurate as the
planimetrics, their similarity highlights the possibility of using satellite
data for planning purposes where the rough estimates provided would
be beneficial. Had satellite data been acquired at a more suitable time
of year ("leaves-off"), the measurements of the satellite imagery might
have provided an even closer level of accuracy. While a better capture
time might have been ideal, the fact that this satellite data produced
adequate results shows the possibility of using satellite data during
different seasons. Even in "leaves-on" season, automated classification
of satellite imagery is useful for providing a visual representation of
impervious areas. This visual representation can help planners to
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make decisions surrounding stormwater and increased growth. These
rough estimates can also be used to evaluate the effects impervious
surfaces have on regional and local ecological conditions. This
environmental assessment than can be used with other indicators to
access a communities environmental health. It is clear that impervious
cover derived form satellite imagery can be used for planning, with
possible applications include using impervious surface layers derived
from satellite imagery to:
1) Target areas for stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs).
2) Analyze the effects of impervious cover.
3) Monitor construction sites and identify new developments.
4) Analyze regulations that allow for high and low levels of impervious
surfaces.
5) Make planning recommendations that can mitigate impervious
surfaces.
6) Evaluate a community's environmental health.
1) Targeting Areas for Stormwater Best Management Practices
(BMPs).
Automated classification of impervious surfaces might not be precise,
but the results provide an excellent visual representation of impervious
areas. This representation can be used by town, region planning
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agencies, or watershed organizations to determine locations for
stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs). Visual interpretation
of impervious surface layers, created through automated classification,
allows for the identification of areas that are densely populated with
impervious cover. Areas identified, can be inspected more closely,
to determine if site design or other enhancement might help mitigate
stormwater run-off created by impervious surfaces. Traditional BMPs,
such as catch basins, and more innovative practices such as rainwater
capture and reuse, might be applied to these sites. Site modifications
such as green roofs and vegetated swales, would not only help to
mitigate stormwater related environmental problems, but would also
diminish heat island effect and provide a natural amenity for the
community.
An example of how satellite interpreted impervious cover data might be
used, is best illustrated through an analysis of the results of automated
classification in Billerica. The impervious layer created for the site
clearly shows clusters of impervious areas with limited or no vegetation
have been included on the site. (See Picture C.2). These clusters
can than be identified more closely to determine specific locations for
possible site modifications. A detailed inspection of impervious clusters
in Billerica, might allow planners to identify the Ford dealership as a
location for implementation of stormwater Best Management Practices.
While the nature of car-dealerships appears to call for impervious
surfaces, several BMPs could be implemented that would enhance
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the character of the site for customers, as well as, provide stormwater
controls. These enhancements could include adding vegetated swales
to the parking area. These swales could capture run-off and filter it
before it entered the Concord River. Stormwater from buildings on
the site could be captured and directed to the swales for irrigation
and cleansing. These somewhat simple modifications would not
only enhance the character of the site for the community, but would
also provide a more enjoyable environment for customers of the car-
dealership.
While planners might be able to make suggestions, it is important
to note, that private owners might not always be interested in
implementing these types of stormwater controls. This might be
particularly true on sites like the Ford dealership, where the current
site design has been used for years, and the dealership owners
probably see little need to change its character. Private owners
might also be adverse to these recommendations because of the
design, construction, and maintenance costs associated with the
implementation of BMPs. It is therefore important for communities
provide incentives for implementation of innovative stormwater
controls. Some cities and states have begun to experiment with the
idea of creating a stormwater tax. In locations where this tax has
been implemented, communities have begun to investigate the use
of tax-credit based incentive programs, as a way to encourage the
establishment of Best Management Practices (BMPs).' While the
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nature of these programs varies, the basic premise behind them is
to encourage site owners to manage stormwater on site by providing
them with a deduction on their stormwater tax. 1
2) Analyzing the Effects of Impervious Cover
Impervious surfaces have been proven to have an effect on the
environmental health of streams and rivers.(Schueler, 2000) Regional
planning agencies, watershed organizations, or the State's Department
of Environmental Protection can use impervious cover layers to
analyze the effects of these surfaces have on local streams and
waterways. Analysis of impervious surface data is facilitated by the
fact that the layers often work seamlessly with existing GIS systems.
Integration into GIS is straightforward, because most software systems
used to classify impervious cover have an output file format that can be
read by commonly used GIS systems. For example the software used
for this study, Feature Analyst (created by Visual Learning Systems),
works within ArcGIS making the results native to a standard in the GIS
industry. Planning organizations interested in analyzing the impervious
surface classification results can use the impervious surfaces layers
with existing GIS layers, such as open space, zoning, and parcel
data. For example, a GIS layer of stream monitoring points could be
overlaid with impervious cover to see if there is a relationship between
the streams health and amount of impervious cover. While this is a
basic example of the spatial analysis that might be performed, once
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impervious surface data layers are incorporated with existing GIS data,
the opportunities for analysis are almost endless.
Regional planning agencies appear to be a more useful location for the
interpretation of satellite imagery, as data is usually provided in large
scenes that can incorporate several towns and watersheds. While this
data can be provided for distinct locations, and theoretically interpreted
by a single town, it is more cost effective for a single agency to
perform the classification and supply the information to other agencies
interested in interpreting them. Having one agency process the satellite
imagery helps to avoid duplication of work, as a town and watershed
organization might both want the data provided by the analysis.
3) Monitoring Construction Sites and Identifying New
Developments.
EPA's Phase Il stormwater regulations require towns to monitor
construction site, to insure that debris does not enter local streams
and waterways. The enhanced ability of satellite imagery to pick up
areas of disturbed soils makes it easy to monitor new construction
and development. This is particularly useful in regions experiencing
rapid growth. If growth is not monitored and planned for wisely, the
pace of development in these areas could have severe impacts on the
environment. Through an analysis of the amount of new developments
interpreted through satellite data, planners can measure the impact
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these areas have on the regional environment. Regular interpretation
of satellite data would not only be useful for measuring growth and
its effects, but it also could be used to locate construction sites. The
nature of the multispectural data causes construction sites to be clearly
captured in satellite imagery. The captured sites could be targeted for
stormwater construction site compliance inspection.
New developments determined through the interpretation of satellite
imagery could be used to update the states land-use maps. Land
use maps created by states are currently updated at irregular
periods. 2 These maps are used for a variety of planning purposes,
including stormwater management, therefore, having a more accurate
classification of land use make better planning decisions. This is
particularly important in areas that developing more rapidly, as the
change in land uses is more significant than in other areas.
4) Analyze Regulations that Allow for High and Low Levels of
Impervious Surfaces.
Visual interpretation of impervious layers, created through classification
of satellite imagery, can help planners locate areas of relatively
high and low amounts of impervious cover. As mentioned earlier,
identification of areas with high amounts of impervious cover can be
used to target locations for BMPs. However, this is not the only use, as
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areas with high densities of impervious cover can also be analyzed to
determine the zoning regulations, caused this suboptimal site design.
Having an understanding of the zoning codes and town regulations
that lead to proportionality higher amounts of impervious surfaces can
be a useful tool for planners. Equipped with the knowledge about why
regulations cause these undesirable conditions, planners can design
future codes to help mitigate these problems. Understanding the
regulations that caused high amounts of impervious areas is important,
but understanding the regulations that created limited or ideal amounts
of impervious cover can be just as useful. Understanding where
regulations were successful in abating high levels of impervious
surfaces provides an example for how impervious cover can be
minimized.
5) Make planning recommendations that can mitigate impervious
surfaces.
Estimates of impervious cover created through the interpolation of
satellite imagery can be used by planners to make recommendation
that can mitigate impervious cover. This is because the baseline
measurement of impervious cover created by these maps allows
planners to make predictions about future impervious coverage
levels. This is done by comparing current impervious measurements
with zoning, land use, and regulations. This comparison allows for
a relationship to be established between those features and the
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amount of impervious surface. A distinct impervious value for each
combination of planning parameters is the outcome of this comparison.
Planners can than make future predictions about zoning, land-use, and
regulations. These future predications can than be matched up with
up with the impervious values to determine future impervious surface
cover. This calculation illustrates the possible implications of planning
management techniques. Planners can use the calculations derived
from the impervious baseline to test the outcomes of different planning
regulations and techniques.
6) Evaluating a Community's Environmental Health.
The amount of impervious surfaces has been found to have a
direct relationship to a watershed environmental health. (Center
for Watershed Protection, 1994)The rough estimates of impervious
surfaces, created by the interpretation of satellite imagery, can
therefore, be used to evaluate the health of the watershed in which
they were taken. Given that impervious surfaces have a direct impact
on the environment, they not only measure stream and watershed
health, but they also quantify a community's environmental health.
Therefore, impervious surfaces can be used as an indictor of a
community's environmental health. Impervious surfaces layers can be
analyzed with other environmental indicator such as; vegetation cover,
soil erosion, air quality, proximity to open space, pedestrian friendly
and bicycle friendly streets, to create a measure of a communities
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overall environmental health. 3
Seattle has already employed impervious surface calculations to
measure their community's environmental health; however, they used
the variable estimates derived from land-use maps. This is because
their study was performed in 1998 - before high resolution data such
as IKONOS (1999) and QuickBird (2001) were available. The land-
use maps used to quantify the impervious surfaces were created
through interpretation of 1992 satellite imagery. (Seattle 1998, pg 16)
As discussed earlier, while the land-use derived measures provide a
good estimate of impervious cover, their numbers can be somewhat
different from actual amounts of impervious cover. The study of
Billerica and Boxborough has shown that impervious cover derived
from high resolution satellite imagery produces comparable results
to the accurate measures derived from planimetrics. Therefore, had
Seattle been able to use measurements provided by satellite imagery
there estimates might have represented a more precise calculation of
impervious surfaces.
The possible applications of satellite interpreted impervious surfaces
shows that different types of impervious surface measurements
are valuable for different purposes. This study shows that the
rough estimated provided by satellite data are good for a range of
applications from analyzing environmental health to targeting areas
for Best Management Practices (BMPs). At the same time impervious
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surface measurements created from land-use coefficients are useful
for infrastructure planning, as these estimates account for future
growth. Impervious cover derived from planimetrics is useful where
highly accurate information is necessary. Estimates created from
correlations of parcel size and land uses are often used for creating
stormwater billing structures. (Arnold, 1996) Impervious estimates
created from zoning data can be useful for creating future predications
of impervious surfaces. Overall methods for creating impervious
surface estimates vary and each have their own caveats and useful
applications.
Future research that categories possible uses of the variety of
impervious surface measurements available would be useful for
planners trying to understand the effects impervious cover has on
their communities. This research would not only be useful to town
planners, but it would also be useful to communities using watershed
management plans to manage their stormwater. This is because
having an accurate measure of impervious cover is the basis of these
plans. Understanding the accuracies of different measurement types
might also be useful for those interested in implementing stormwater
taxes, as governments need to be able to prove that they are creating
a fair tax structure. Considering that impervious cover has significant
effects on the environment research into the measurement accuracies
of impervious surface measures could be used by a variety of urban
researchers.
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One of the benefits of creating impervious surfaces maps from satellite
imagery, is that once impervious surfaces are measured, the satellite
data can than be used for other urban planning applications. For
example, satellite data could be used by regional planners to create
vegetation maps. This data could than be used as an environmental
indicator or simply as a community resource. High resolution satellite
data could also be analyzed to help urban planners locate wetlands
in need of repair. Interpolation of imagery could be used to create
community asset maps. Detailed land use maps and GIS base layers
could also be derived from satellite imagery. High resolution satellite
imagery clearly provides a useful resource for urban planners, beyond
impervious surface mapping, as there is a variety of useful information
that can be derived from this resource. Research into possible uses
of high resolution data in the urban environment is evolving and new
applications should be further explored.
Future research of urban planning applications for high-resolution
satellite imagery should take into account advancements being made
in satellite sensors and classification technology. Developments in
these technologies might enhance current applications using high-
resolution imagery and also might provide for new urban applications.
DigitalGlobe and Space Imaging have both been granted licenses to
provide satellite data at resolutions as high as .25 M2.This increased
resolution might help make satellite data a standard for urban
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planning, as the heightened resolution comes close to that provided
by aerial photography. New resolutions will not be satellite data's only
advantage over aerial imagery, as the multispectural nature of satellite
data will allow for a more intricate analysis of the urban environment.
New classification algorithms have just started to be developed for
high-resolution data, and further applications of these algorithms might
help to achieve better classification results. Research into algorithms
that would refine classification techniques for high-resolution imagery
is worthy of future study. This is because it is clear that new imagery
will become available that can use these techniques and because
the algorithms could be applied to both satellite imagery and aerial
photography.
Aerial photography companies know that higher resolution satellite
data might soon be on its way. Therefore, advancements in the
use of multispectural digital cameras for aerial photography have
begun. Currently the cost associated with the data provided by
these cameras in too high for large regional areas, however demand
for this technology might make this data more accessible in the
future. The aerial photography business has realized that the main
advantage of satellite data is the multispectural information it provides,
advancements in these new cameras is an attempt to rival this
advantage.
The fast paced development in the technologies for high resolution
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satellite imagery and multispectural aerial photography make the use
of these systems a moving target. While research can assess the
possibilities of current technologies it appears that better imagery
and techniques to interpret that imagery is always just a few months
away. While these advancements are being made it is important to
understand why planners seem to be hesitant to use this technology.
It appears that rapid developments in the technology and the imagery
might make it hard for planners to determine the success levels of
satellite imagery. Therefore the use of tested data formats, such as
aerial photography, remains a standard in the field of remote sensing
in the urban environment. With higher resolution data just a few years
away, it would be useful to research why urban planners are hesitant
to use this technology. It would also be useful to know how they might
better integrate satellite data or even multispectural aerial photography
into their planning routine.
Conclusion Notes
1 The EPAs phase 2 permit now requires towns to have bylaws for
stormwater controls. In Billerica where impervious cover is less of a
problem than other regions providing incentives for these types of
controls might be hard. Boxborough - which is currently development
might not need Site design has been used for years with no need for
improvements
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2 http://www.mass.gov/mqis/lus.htm : The MassGIS Land Use
datalayer has 37 land use classifications interpreted from 1:25,000
aerial photography. Coverage is complete statewide for 1971, 1985,
and 1999. Additionally, more than half the state was interpreted from
aerial photography flown during 1990, 1991, 1992, 1995 or 1997. The
15 towns on Cape Cod also contain land use data for 1951.
1 Note that the other environmental indictors were derived from the
Sustainable Seattle Report.
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